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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Frar:ikland believed that the slightest amount of sewage in wat~r was 

injurious to health.· In 1870, he. said: 11 To remove it (s.e~age) from 

water wo~l d require the strongest of oxidizing agents .. To think to, get. 

rid of organic matter by .exposure to the air for a short. period of time 

is ab.surd" {1 ). Frankland is usually ,credited with ,being the originator_ 

of the biochemical oxygen demand test, since he showed that the amount 

of oxygen consumed upon storage of a sample of water containing ,orga11ic 

matter was dependent upon the time of ~torage. Since then, the BOD 

test has been used for many purposes; the original ,purpose, and the one 

of concern in ~his research, is the prediction or estimation of the 

amount of air (oxygen) required to stabilize organic matter in a receiv

ing stream. 

Waste waters (either treated or untreated) ultimately flow into a 

receiving stream •.. In the presence of suffiGient nutrients such as 

nitrogen and phosphorus, which are usually present in ~mpJe a~ounts, 

the organic matter in the stream is used as a carbon source for aerobic 

heterotrophic microorganisms. The growth of these. organis1J1s lowers the 

dissolved ,oxygen (DO) content in the stream. The DO is replaced largely 

by surface reaeration, and if the oxygen supply is. replaced rapidly 

enough in comparison to the ratl! of oxygen depletion due to microbial 

1 
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growth, the dissolved oxygen will, after a period of decreasing concen

tration, recover to its former level. A mathematical description of 

this process was provided by Streeter and Phelps (2) in 1925, The 

Streeter-Phelps sag equation is based upon two opposing first order 

decreasing rate reactions, deoxygenation .and reaeration. While the rate 

of physical reaeration of a body of water can be shown to follow such 

kinetics, factors such as depth, velocity, turbulence in the flow, 

stream geometry, and green pl ants and bottom deposits affect the kin·

eti c constants for physical reaeration. The law stated by Streeter and 

Phelps .al so describes first order decreasing rate deoxygenation. How

ever, in recent years, many studies have indicated that such a kinet.ic 

mode is not obtained in the stream or in the BOD bottle, which is 

usually used as the laboratory reactor in studies designed to determine 

the velocity constant, K, and the ultimate oxidizability of the organic 

matter present in the stream (2), It is difficult to believe that a 

11 re13.ction 11 which involves complex substrates such as sewage and indus

trial wastes with complex microbial populations would follow laws of a 

monomolecular reaction, 

A larg.e portion of the work which has helped establish a clearer 

picture of the kinetics and mechanisms of BOD exertion in the BOD bottle 

and in dilute substrate systems in general has emanated from the bio

engineering laboratories at Oklahoma State University (3)(4)(5)(6)(7). 

Isaacs and Gaudy (8) found that the characteristics of BOD exertion in 

the BOD bottle did not compare to those in a simulated receiving stream, 

Later, Jennelle and Gaudy (9) showed that the dilution technique, which 

is the standard operating procedure in the BOD bottle analysis, :could 

not be reliably employed because the concentration of organic substrate 



affected the logarithmic velocity _constant for oxygen uptake •. Also, 

they found that the mixing rates used had no effect on the biological. 

kinetics in systems employi_ng low substrate concentrat:ions.. They 

devised, a procedure for obtaining the oxygen uptake or BOD curve using 

an open stirred reactor for which the reaeration characteristics had 

been previously determined. Jennelle also found that the relation of 

oxygen uptake with substrate concentration was defined by an equation 

similar to Monad's equation for biological growth .kinetics. 

3 

Since 1t has been generally concluded tha~ the Streeter-Phelps sag 

equation is inadequate for the prediction of a stream's assimilative 

capacity, it _is felt that efforts shc;>uld be made to use the rec~nt 

developments in BOD kinetics .and mechanisms to propose a new method. 

A direct proc~dure which can. be employed in the laboratory and related 

to the stream, has been proposed by Jennelle -and Gaudy (9), and Gaudy 

(10). An open stirred reactor may be used, in which the reaeration rate 

may be determined for a particular temperature, ·volume, and stirring 

rate. The stirring rate is set to provide a reaeration constant (K2) 

approximately equal to that of the stream, and the waste effluent can be 

added to the reactor at the same dilution as in the receiving stream. 

From the resulting DO profile a~d the known K2 value, the o2 uptake may 

be calc1.1lated. The BOO curve may then be combined with the K2 value 

for the str~am (or values for several reaches in the stream) to calcu

late the DO profile in the stream. In, using this method, one employs 

the natural receiving stream water and the waste water concentrations 

which will exist in the stream, and generates actual o2 uptake curves. 

The resulting curves may exhibit various types of kinetiics; however, it 

is not necessary to describe the curve ma themat ka lly. 
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One phase of the present research involves investigation of the 

effects of the reaeration rate on the course of oxygen uptake in open 

stirred reactors. It was proposed to use values of K2 which would not· 

be much 1n excess of those normally observed in a receiving stream. 

Because of the changing geometry of streams, the amount of oxygen trans

ferred varies in each reach; however, if o2 uptake is t~e same for a 

range of K2 values, a single o2 uptake curve may be used for the calcu

lation of the sag. 

The major .part of the investigation invqlved the employment of open 

stirred reactors to determine oxygen uptake curves for both synthetic 

and whole wastes. Using the simulated channel employed previously in 

the bioengineering laboratories of Oklahoma State University (8)(9), 

the oxygen uptake data developed in the open reactors could then be com

bined with the known reaeration rat~ for the simulated stream and~ using 

a numerical computation technique, _the course of the sag in dissolved 

oxygen could be calculated and compared to the observed oxygen depletion 

and recovery for the same amount of waste in the simulated stream. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The principal concern of the present research involves the bio-. 

chemical oxygen demand concept in relation to the assimilative capacity 

of a receiving stream" The topic requires a review .of the history and 

concept of the BOD test, the development of the test, its kinetics and 

mechanisms, and its use in predicting a stream's assimilative capacity, 

including the Streeter-Phelps sag equation and other methods •. 

Frankland (1) believed that "the oxidation of the organic matter 

in water is effected chiefly, if not exclusively, by the atmospheric 

oxygen dissolved in the water. If, therefore, water contaminated with 

organic matter be perfectly excluded fro~ the air in a carefully stopped 

bottle, the gradual diminution in the amount of DO indicates exactly the 

progress in the. oxidation of the organic matter. 11 Since 1870, and 

Frankland's time, extensive work has been done concerning the BOD test 

and concept, Theriault (11) wrote a critical review of the work from 

1870 through 1927. Also, O'Brien and Clark (12) published a review 

containing 816 references" Montgomery (13) in 1967, reviewed the dilu

ti-0n method of BOD d~term1nat1on and compared it to respirometer tech

niques, These thre~ reviews cover the historical development of the 

BOD test and, therefore, only a brief review of the test and concept as 

they apply to stream purification will be presented in this report. 

r:. 
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The BOD test has been applied to determine the strength of ?ewage· 

or wastes, to measure treatment plant effici~ncy, to design sewage and 

waste treatment units, to establish. stream a-na effluent standards, to 

set sewage charge rates, and to calculate the amount of pollution added 

to a streamo From its extensive use and varied appl i.cations, a great 

amount of controversy has arisen concerning both the BOD test and the 

concept. 

Frankland (1) is credited by many as being the first to use a BOD 

test, and he believed the mechanisms to be strictly chemical (ioeo, not 

biochemical) reactionso In 1884, Dupre (14) first suggested that the 

micre>phytes in water consumed dissolved oxygen for their own metabolic 

processes o Adeney and Becker {15) were the first to use the dilution , 

technique, and established the 5-day period for the testo With a few 

modifications to the BOD analysis in the first half of this century, 

the test is essentially the same as it was 100 years agoo 

In the early 1900s, some inv~stigators tried open vessels in place 

of sealed bottles to make allowance for reaerationo However, Theriault 

(11) ·Said 11 tests in open vessels are utterly inadequate for the purpose 

of supplying information concerning the balance which, under natural 

conditions, is obtained between the rate of reaeration and the rate of 

deoxygena ti on of -a po 11 uted water. It I s more s imp 1 e to cons i.der them 

separately, 11 Perhaps because of the 11 simpl icity 11 factor, further work 

with the BOD test was continued using the standard dilution technique 

and sealed bottleso 

Along with the standard BOD test, standard kinetics of the expres

sion of oxygen utilization during the incubation period became 11 stand

ardized11 in the minds of many workers" In 1944, Phelps (16) stated that 
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"there is no real justifkation for holding that the rate of decrease of 

BOD is exactly monomolecular. In practical application~ it appears on 

extensive study to be so nearly monomolecular as to justify the use of 

our present formulas. On the other hand, there are some facts suggest

ing that the monomolecular law does not exactly express the situation. 11 

Many investigators, including Theriault (11), before the above statement 

was made, had used and continued to employ the monomolecular interpret

ation of the BOD curve. This type of kinetic expression is still 

employed today. 

The earliest notation of BOD kinetics other than first order was 

in 1926 by Greenfelder and Elder (17)., who suggested that a second stage 

of BOD exertion could be due to the death of some organisms, ther~by 
t 

furnishing food for others. In 1959, Busch (18) reported two-stag:e 

oxygen uptake curves and defined the separation of the stages as the 

11 plateau, 11 He attributed the second stage to the metabolism of bact~ria 

by protozoa. 

McWhorter and Heukelekian (19) explained the phases of substrate 

utilization in four steps: {l) Exogenous substrate is used for oxida

tion, synthesis, and storage. The cell weight is at a maximum when sub:.. 

strate is removed. (2) Stored carbon is used and nitrogen content of 

the cells continues to rise, while oxygen uptake becomes slower. {3) 

Utilization of reserve cellular constituents ensues, and oxygen uptake 

proceeds at a still slower rate. (4) Metabolism continues very slowly. 

They observed a pause between the exogenous and endogenous phases, 

which was shorter for the higher substrate concentrations and did not 

appear above 1000 mg/1 substrate. In the following discussion, Pipes 

stated that the oxygen uptake of a given mass of microorganisms is a. 
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function of the metabolic activity .of the bio-mass, and is therefore at 

the minimum during endogenous respiration and maximum during exponential 

growth. 

Extensive work with the BOD concept has been completed at Oklahoma 

State University .in the bioenvironmental laboratories, Gaudy, et al, 

(3) defined the BOD curve and proposed theories to explain the plateau. 

They found that the first phase of oxygen uptake corresponds to the 

period of substrate removal and includes periods of both exponential 

growth and declining growth rate, The plateau occurs at maximum viable 

count, and the last phase corresponds to a sharp decrease in numbers of 

viable bacteria. The plateau usually occurs during the first or second 

day of incubation. Also, 30 to 40 percent of the theoretical. oxygen 

demand has usually been exerted at the beginning of the plateau, The 

plateau was found to occur with both heterogeneous and pure cultures. 

The four theories proposed to explain the occurrence of a plateau 

in BOD exertion were, briefly: (1) for heterogeneous populations, a 

change may occur in predominance; either the species of bacteria pre

dominating may change or protozoa may become predominant; (2) some of 

the cells which have reached maximum growth may lyse and release prod

ucts which produce a.secondary growth; (3) the same population of organ

isms which have used the exogenous substrate may continue to predominate 

but may need an acclimation period to synthesize new enzyme systems for 

metabolism of endogenous stores; and (4) an acclimation period may be 

required for the metabolism of byproducts released during the metab

olism of the exogenous substrate, A fifth theory was also proposed 

from the work of Gaudy, Komolrit, and Bhatla (20), wherein diphasic 

oxygen uptake curves may be produced when sequential removal of two 
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exogenous substrate occurs. In sununary, the plateau is c~nsidered to be 

caused by a change from metabolism of the origin.al exogenous substrate 

to metabolism of a secondary substrate, which may be the bacterial cells 

produced during .the first phase. The pause or plateau between the 

phases is thus due either to an acclimation period or to a lag between 

cessation of metabolism by one populati,on and in'itia~ion .of rapid metab

olism by another population. 

Later, Follett and Gaudy (5) used complex wastes, including some 

from wood pulp and paper mills and sewage •. The plateau was. evident, 

and correlat~d with the maximum cell population" It also appeared to 

be les~ pronounced at high substrate concentrations. It was concluded 
. 
that the number of compounds in a was.te has 1 ittl e effect on the occur-

ren~e of the plateau. 

Bhatla and Gaudy (7) continued their work with -heterogeneous popu-

1 a tiOAs and the ro 1 e of protozoa in BO~ exert ion. . They were eventually 

able to construct the following generalized sequence of occurrences in 

exertion of· BOD during the incubation period: During the rapid ph_ase 

of bacterial growth, the exogenous substrate is used for energy and 

synthesis. At the time of maximum bacterial population and exhc:,.ustion 

of exogenous substrate, the cells be_gin to_ use intracellular substances. 

Only a few protozoa may have been present initially, _and since their 

major-food source is bacter1a, they have not been able to grow.rapidly 

until this food source is pnentiful; the protozoan population now begins . 

to increase. If no protozoa were present, the J:>a:cterial endogenous. 

phase would continue and, therefore,. the plateau mig.ht extend on with 

no second stage of oxygen uptake. However, as the protozoa increase 

and consume the bio-mass, a second stage of oxygen uptake is exerted. 
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The destruction of the bio-mass or "self-clarification" may be observed 

directly in the reaction vess.el as well as under the microscope .. 

Gates, Maney, Shafie, and Pohland (21) have reported the results 

of studies using the open stirred reactors, They first investigated the 

sag equation at various reaeration rates and with var1ous combinations 

of substrates and seeds including pure cultures, They found no agree

ment in their sag curves with the Streeter-Phelps sag equation. While 

comparing the oxygen uptake curve with the sag curve, they noted that 

the plateau and the maximum bacterial count corresponded to the minimum 

point in the sag, They also concluded that the influence of the bac

teria continues approximately four hours beyond the low point in the 

sag, due to either oxidation of stored material or oxidation of released 

metabolic·intermediates, The substrate had been removed by the time 

the minimum point of the sag occurred; however, with some multiple sub

strate systems--for example, glucose and lactose--the DO recovered after 

the glucose was removed, Then the lactose exerted·a second lag, 

In 1961, Lordi and Heukelekian (22) made investigations aimed at 

determining whether the rate of mixing had any influence upon the bio

logical oxidation occurring in polluted waters. Using sewage and tap 

water, they compared open quiescent and closed systems, and open stirred 

reactors versus closed systems, At constant temperatures for all tests,. 

they found no difference in oxygen uptake for the open quiescent and 

closed systems, but stirring increased the oxygen uptake in the open 

jug, with increased stirring velocities resulting in greater differences 

in oxygen uptake compared to the sealed bottles. Gannon (23) also com

pared the standard BOD bottle, open mixed jug, and sealed mixed bottle, 

He found mixing caused an focreased rate of oxygen utiliza4ion, 
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Isaacs and Gaudy (24} compared BOD exertion in the standard BOD 

bottle to that in a simulated channel. A sag curve was computed using 

the Streeter-Phelps equation and the K1 value from a BOD bottle, and 

then compared to the actual {observed) curve in the channel, and no 

similarity was found. One of the primary differences between the two 

oxygen uptakes was the presence of a more pronounced lag in the BOD 

bottle than in the turbulent system; This difference could have been 

attributed to the initial seed concentration of the two systemso If the 

seed in the BOD bottle was equal to that .in the channel, the oxygen 

uptake curves were.roughly the same. The authors found three distinct 

phases of o2 uptake:· (1) substrate utilization and increase in biolog

ical solids, (2) plateau, and (3) o2 uptake increase due to growth of 

protozoao 

Recently, Ali and Bewtra (25) investigated the influence of turbu

lence on various parameters of BOD progression. They used two sets of 

BOD bottles for each experiment, with one set sealed and quiescent, and 

the other set sealed and st_irred by a magnetic stirrero The uptake 

rate was found to increase significantly with stirring when either sew

age or glucose was used as substrateo The 5-day BOD was also found to 

be higher in a l1 _cases o They al so agreed with Isaacs and Gaudy (24) in 

finding that the lag period was reduced with stirring. 

Jennelle and Gaudy (9) compared oxygen uptake in four systems: 

(a) an open channel, (b) an open stirred reactor, (c) cl-0sed bottles· 

quiescently incubated, and (d,) closed bottles stirred during incubation, 

It was concluded that the agitation due to stirring in the bottles did 

not result in an increase 1n the rate of BOD exertion over that of the 

quiescent sealed bottles. However, the open stirred reactor and the 
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open channel resulted in a higher oxygen uptake, and were comparableo 

Studies were run to determine whether the lower substrate concentration, 

necessitated by the normal dilution technique, was the influential var

iable .. The rate of o2 utilization was found to be dependent upon ini

tial concentration of ~ubstrate~ ioe.~ lower rates at lower concentra~ 

tions. The importance of this finding is evident in the fact that the 

rates of o2 uptake control the downward leg of the sag curve, and 

determine the minimum DO in a receiving streamo Therefore~ the direct 

use in the sag equation of a rate constant which has been obtained. by 

employing the usual BOD dilution techniques cannot be expected to result 

in an accurate prediction of the minimum DO unless the dilution factors 

are the same in the BOD bottle and the stream. Several substrate con

centrations were employed in these studies, and the logarithmic o2 

uptake rate constant, K1, was determined. The Monad relationship 

appeared to describe the curve resulting from a plot of K1 vs initial 

substrate concentration. Constants similar to Monad's µmax and Ks were 

determined, Ki max and ~' and these values were found to lie within 

the same range as th~ microbial growth constants (26). These results 

also agree with similar ones reported by Gates, Marlar, and Westfield 

(27) for open systems. Because of the importa~ce of determining such 

relationships in th.e prediction of oxygen depletion, further work, 

along the lines purused by Jennelle and Gaudy; was carried out by Kelly 

(28). 

With the early development of the general belief that the kinetics 

of BOD exertion followed a definite and mathematically describable 

course independent of mixing energy and concentration of carbon source, 

it seems natural that attempts would be made to incorporate such 
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concepts into formulations for estimating the course of DO depletion in 

natural waters. The most significant efforts in this regard led to 

development of -the sag equation by Streeter and Phelps (2). Regarding 

exertion of BOD, they formulated the following law: 11 The rate of bio

chemical· oxidation of organic matter is proportional to the remaining 

concentration of unoxidized substance, measured in terms of··ox'f.dita"". · 

bility. 11 Streeter and Phelps noted: 11 This law happens to be similar 

to that which defines the course.of monomolecular reaction •••.• 11 Having 

concluded to their satisfaction that such definiteness was warranted,. 

they were free to consider;the whole process of self-purification in 

terms of two phenomena: (1 ) oxygen consumption by the bio 1 og i ca 1. decom

position of organic substances, the velocity of which is qu;antitatively 

in accordance with the velocity constant determined in the BOD test, 

and (2) reaeration, due to a DO deficit, by the absorption of atmos

pheric oxygen. The .result of this simple balance was the following. 

general equation for the dissolved oxygen deficit curve: 

.K1.La ( -K1 t -K2t ) . -K2t 
D = K _ R · e - e + D e 

2 1 a 

where Da = initial DO saturation deficit of the water, D = saturation 
' 

deficit after time (t), La= initial oxygen demand of the orga11ic mat-

ter of.the water, K1 = deoxygenation coefficient, K2 = reaeration 

coefficien~. Their studies on the prediction of DO depletion in the 

Ohio River .seemed to augur well for adoption .of the sag equation _as a 

useful method for estimating DO depletion due to entry of organic 

wastes to natural water courses. 

This approach has been the subject of much criticism, however. 

For-example, Leclerc (29) has described. the events after a waste enters 
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the stream and nature reacts to 1t: Some material is held in s~spension 

and deposited on the stream bed. Putrescent or oxidizable materials are 

diluted; some are converted into stable forms. The water is continu

ously reaerated while microbes and reducing reactions deoxygenate the 

water. Plants add oxygen during daylight hours, and remove it during 

dark periods. Temperature affects the amount of self-purification and 

the reaeration rate. This free and valuable self-purification varies 

with each stream. Leclerc and many other authors criticize the 

Streeter-Phelps equation because it does not include these important 

aspects of the oxygen balance, More will be said about improvements in 

the sag equation later in this chapter, 

A further review of the reaeration aspects is warranted in order 

to help to understand the sag equation. The value for K2 used in the 

Streeter-Phelps equation is often _selected on the basis of whether the 

stream has a slow, medium, or fast velocity, However, the degree of 

turbulence in a strea~ varies with the geometry of the banks and stream 

bed. Different chemical and biological factors may influence the ease 

of reaeration. The three categories of stream velocity used by 

Streeter-Phelps are too broad to describe adequately the effect of. 

reoxygenation on the assimilative capacity of a stream, and K2 values 

should be determined for the particular reach of stream in question 

rather than be selected and inserted into the equation in accordance 

with such a "loose" definition. 

Isaacs (30) reviewed the work of many investigators who have. 

studied river reaeration and proposed methods to calculate the reaera

tion coefficient for any stream, The basic premise of all reaeration 

formulas has been that K2 is proportional to some function of surface 
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renewal or turbulence and inversely proportional to some fu,nction of 

the depth. It is important to note. that other factors can affect K2, 

For example, Kothandaraman (31) found that contaminants in river water 

decrease the reaeration rate by approximately 15 percent as compared to 

the rate for distilled water. Kehr {32) compared K2 values in tap water 

to reaeration rate constants with sewage, sewage sludge, and constitu

ents of sewage, He found that sewage concentrations of 0.5 to 10 per

cent or more decreased K2, especially at higher flow velocities {turbu

lence), and believed the decrease was due to surface tension ~ffects. 

While the two opposing forces of the Streeter-Phelps sag equation, 

reaeration and deoxygenation, are usually _considered of prime impor

tance for description of the assimilative capacity of a stream, many 

investigators feel more variables should be added to the equation to 

describe the various physical, chemical, and biological events in a 

stream. Kittrell and Kochtitzky (33) in 1947 stated that the greater 

assimila~ive capacity of a turbulent stream is due partially to its 

increased reaeration capacity. But they believed that the rapid reduc

tion in BOD was possibly due to adsorption of organic matter to bottom 

deposits where anaerobic degradation occurred without depletion ~f DO 

or reaeration capacity', 

Wuhrmann, Ruchti, and Eichenberger .(34) described two processes 

of self-purification: (l) sedimentation and formation of benthic 

deposits, (2) entrance into the food chain of the free floating organ

isms. The simulated stream employed in their studies was a 546-meter 

channel, and the substrate consisted of sugar beet molasses, fortified 

with glutamic acid and phosphate, made up in 11 ground water, 11 A hetero

geneous pop~lation rapidly developedl and some organisms attached to 



the bottom and sides of the channel in five days. The substrate was 

removed during the first 100-200 meters •. 
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Owens, Knowles, and. Clark (35) developed an equation to predict 

the distribution of DO in rivers; it included the following factors:, 

light intensity, temperature, amount of aquatic weeds present, initial 

oxygen content, and photosynthetic and respiratory rates of aquatic 

plants and benthic deposits. Their equation is an attempt to balance 

the various parameters against the change in oxygen content per unit 

surface area of the reacho 

Lee and Hwang (36) have made a statement which is probably an 

accurate generalization regarding many of the complicated models. "The 

mathematical models that must represent a complex blending of -biolog

ical, chemical, and physical factors are not simple and must be rep

resented by complex differential equations. For a fairly complex sys

tem, these equations cannot be solved analytically •. " 

The foregoing review was intended to demonstrate the broad areas 

of research involved in making approaches to estimations of the course 

of ·oo depletion in receiving streams and in estima~ing assimila4ion. 

capacity.. In general, reaeration of the stream is due mainly to phys

ical processes, and while the methods of estimating the physica.1 

reaeration constants could be subject to greater refinement, this mode 

of reaeration is probably so dominant over other complicating factors -

that the inclusion of other factors in models does not seem warrantedo 

The work of Isaacs and Gaudy and of Jennelle and Gaudy, as well 

as a report by Gates, provide some indication that work on the exertion 

of oxygen demand (rather than reaeration) offers a fruitful avenue of 

investigation which may lead to development of predictive techniques 
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involving laboratory simulation of o2 utilization in receiving streams 

for practical estimation of the DO profile. The use of the BOD dilut

tion technique does not seem adequate for this purpose, and the 

present work was initiated to gain insight into possible new labora

tory and computational techniques for predicting DO profile. 



CHAPTER III 

EQUIPMENT, PROCEDURE, AND ANALYSIS 

A. Laboratory-Equipment 

1. Stirred Reactor Systems 

The mechanically-agitated reactor was a flat-bottomed cylindrical 

Pyrex vessel with -a diameter of 8. 125 inches and a depth of 18 inches. 

Mixing was provided by either a Teflon-coated magnet (Sar,gent Magnetic 

Stirrer) or a 2-inch propeller, located one inch from th~ bottom of the_ 

reactor, mounted on a vertical shaft and driven by a Bodine 1/50 hp 

motor. The bar magnet speed was regulated by the use of the setti.ngs 

on the, Sargent stirrer •. The impeller speed was regulated by a rheo

stat. Constant temperature was maintained in the reactor by a Precision 

Scientific Lo-Temptrol recirculating water bath. Three reactors could 

be placed in a rectangular plexiglass ve.ssel which served as -the water 

bath tank. 

The oxygen monitoring equipm~nt consisted of a Precision Scien ... 

tifi-c lead-silver ox,gen probe and a microammeter. The probe was 

immersed in the liquid, the reading was made, and the probe was 

removed. The agitation in the reactor ensured adequate velocity across 

the probe membrane. 

,o 
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2. Simulated Channel System 

The simulated channel used was the apparatus developed by Isaacs 

(30) at the Oklahoma State University bioengineering laboratories •. The 

apparatus is constructed of fiberglass and consists of a flat-bottomed 

cylindrical channel with rotating inner and outer wallsi The channel 

provides a rectangular cross-section of flow, having an inside dianeter 

of 48' inches, and .. an outstde,·dtameter of 73 inches. The .. rotating watls 

are independently drivet1·by variable·speed 3 'hp. motors: The channel. 

width is 12.5 inches, and a maximum operating water depth is 18 inches. 

More. detailed description of the apparatus and a discussion of its 

operation can be found in recent literature (8)(9). 

Since the reaeration rate was determined before each test run at a 

previously selected wall rotation, it was not necessary to take vel

ocity measurements of the water. The rotational speeds of inner and 

outer walls were checked with a stopwatch, and they .remained constant 

throughout the experimental period. 

B. Experimental Procedures 

1. Effect of Reaeration Constant on Oxygen Uptake 

In these studies, thre.e Pyrex vessels were used, and agitation. 

was accomplished with magnetic stirrers and later with motor-driven 

impellers. Each vessel was filled with ten liters of tap water; 

stirring was initiated, and the system was allowed to equilibrate to 

the constant temperature selected for the experiment (20, 22, or 2s0c). 

The stirrers were adjusted to three different speeds .. 

To check sensitivityQf the DO probe, a 2-liter beaker was filled 

with tap water and stirred until DO saturation was approached. A 
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standard BOD oottle was filled from this source of ·water, and a probe 

reading was taken at the same time on the water in the beaker. The· 

manganous sulfate and alkali-iodide-azide reagents were added to the 

BOD bottle, and DO was determined according to the Alsterberg azide 

modification of -the Winkler Method described in Standard Methods (37). 

This dissolved oxygen value was used with the microammeter reading to 

determine the initial sensitivity in accordance with the manufacturer's 

recoll)mendation, and the same method was used thro.ughout the experiments. 

The sensitivity _of a recently renewed probe was usually high, and it 

decreased to a rel ati_vely stable ra_nge before sensi tivi-ty was l osto 

Several checks were required during each experiment, and the DO values 

were calculated by using an average sensitivity value between the. 

standardization ,times. The pro.bes were serviceable for vari.ous lengths 

of time; the average was two weeks. 

The dissolved oxygen was removed from the reaction fluid by adding 

sufficient sodium ,sulfite to remove 8.0 mg/1 of _oxygen with approx

imately 0.02 mg/1 cobalt chloride as a catalyst. The dissolved oxygen 

concentration was monitored at 1s..:.minute intervals to establish a zero 

time. ·When the meter reading demonstrated an increase over the pre

ceding value, that la~ter sample time was taken as zero time for .the 

reaeration part of the experiment. 

Each reaeration experiment was monitored from an initial low DO 

value {near, zero) until th,e saturation .level of dissolved oxygen was 

approactied .. The recorded value~ were used to define the saturation 

con~entration of dissolved oxygen, Cs, and a reaeration rate constant, 

K2. The or. method which has been described. by Isaacs and Gaudy (8) was 

used in determining .the reaeration constant, It should also be noted 
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that this metlxx.l was modified to some extent in later experiments. · This 

aspect will be discussed in Chapters IV and V .. 

The pro'cedure outlined above was followed for many experiments at 

different stirrer.settings, and many repetitive experiments at the 

same stirrer setting. In later reaeration experiments; the motor

driven impellers were used in place of the magnetic s~irrers. In 

general., the magnetic stirrers were used for;experiments run at.low 

K2 values, and the impellers for experiments at higher K2 values. 

Upon completion of the reaeration portion of the experiment, ali

q~ots from stock solutions of mineral nutrients, buffer and substrate 

were added to the vessels to obtatrt the desired concentration of 1 'pollu~ 

ta.nts.11 Table I shows the stock concentrations of mineral medium per 

100 gm/1 carbon source. The source of microbial seed populati~n was 

either acclimat.ed cells from a batch activated sludge reactor fed daily. 

from.the above stock solution (identified as old cells}, -0r fresh sewage 

from the. primary clarifier of the Stillwater, Oklahoma, waste treatment 

plant (i.e., unacclimated seed). The seed for the final experiment was 

prepared by acc.limating a sewage sample for a period of one day. The 

concentration of seed employed in ea.ch experiment is 1 isted on the fig- . 

ure or in the text of Chapter IV. The concentration is expressed in 

the standard units used in the BOD test; i.e., as the volume percent of 

microbial suspension added. 

Zero time for the deoxygenation portion of each experiment was . 

established with the completion ,of the seeding procedure, and a dis

solved oxygen reading was taken at that time. The DO was monitored 

throughout the deoxygenation and recovery periods. Checks on the sensi

tivity of the probe were made at various times during the experiment.-
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Samples ·Of the mixed liquor were subjected to microscopic exami.nation 

at various times during the experiment. The reaeration constants, K2, 

and DO saturation values were determined using the DO values obtained 

prior to adding the carbon source. The accumulated o2 uptake curve 

(BOD curve) was computed using these reaeration factors and the observed 

dissolved oxygen values during deoxygenation .and recovery after adding 

the substrate. The computational procedure employed is outlined in the 

Appendix of this report, and sample calculations are provid_ed ttre'reino 

TABLE I 

COMPOSITION OF GROWTH MEDIUM STOCK SOLUTION PER 100 gm/1 OF 
SUBSTRATE AS GROWTH-LIMITING NUTRIENT 

Carbon Source1 

(NH4)2so4 50 gm/1 

MgS04·7H2o 10 gm/1 

FeC1 3·6H20 0.05 gm/1 

Mn,S04 ·H20 1.0 gm/1 

CaC1 2 0.75 gm/1 

KHl04 52.7 gm/1 

K2HP04 107 gm/1 

Tap Water To volume 

1Glucose, glucose-glutamic acid, slaughterhouse waste, 
Kraft liquor; or hardboard waste 
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2. Experiments on the Prediction of Dissolved Oxygen Sag Curves in the 

Simulated Channel From Oxygen Uptake Curves Develop.ed in the Open Jar 

Reactors 

The simulated channel and stirred open reactors were filled to the 

desired depth ( 18 inches for the channel, 670 1 i ters; 10 1 i ters for the 

stirred reactors) with tap water, and equilibrated to constant temper

ature. The water bath was set to keep the temperature of the stirred 

reactor equal to an average of the range of temperatures in the chan

nel. The channel wall speed and the motor setting for the open jar were 

adjusted to predetermined speeds, and both were allowed to aerate for 

several hours before adding th~ sodium sulfite and cobalt chloride. 

These compounds were added to the channel in the same proportions men

tioned in the preceding section for the stirred tank. 

Monitoring of dissolved oxygen in the channel was accomplished by 

inserting the probe in the water, reading the value, and then placing . 
the probe in a beaker of water for storage. The probe sensitivity was 

determined by the procedure previously described. After obtaining the 

data to determine reaeration characteristi.cs of th'e-vessels, the salts; 

buffer, substrate, and seed were added to each unit at the same time! 

and in the same concentrations. When industrial components were used, 

the same ratio of totg] COD to suppl.emental nitrogen source was main

tained .. The systems were brought to volume, and the parameters moni-

to.red were temperature, speed, microscopic examination, .probe sensitiv- . 

ity, and dissolved oxygen. Each experiment continued for approximately 

six days, The substrates employed were glucose and equal portions of 

glucose and glutamic acid; later, various natural waste components were 

employed. At the completion of each run, the accumulated oxygen uptake 
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was calculated according to a method previously described (sample cal

culations are in the Appendix), and plotted for the Stirred tank. ·. Cal

culations were made from these o2 uptake curves, using .the initial 

dissolved oxygen and the aeration rate in the channel to derive a sag 

curve in the simulated river channel. This DO profile could then be 

compared with the actual profile pbserved in the simulated stream. 

Sample calculations are presented in detail in the Appendix. The final 

experiments were conducted to check the procedure using actual wastes. 

One waste effluent was obtained from a nearby slaughterhouse and meat 

packing plant, A sample was collected from the plant effluent shortly 

after a killing period, and before any type of treatment .. The waste 

consisted mainly of blood, and was deep red in color. A COD of 16,250 

mg/1 was registered for this waste. Two preliminary experiments were 

made on the waste in the open reactors to become familiar with the 

treatabil ity .characteri sti.cs of the waste at COD concentrations from 50 

to 200 mg/l. I A mixture of sewage and sl~ughterhouse wast.e was aerated 

for 24 hours to develop a seed. A ~hird experiment was conducted to 

predict the effect of the wa1ste on the artificial or simulated river •. 

After storage in th.e cold, the waste retained its original COD of 

16,250 mg/1, and was diluted to yield 50 mg/1 in .two open reactors and 

in the channel. The same procedures were followed with this substrate 

as with the synthetic wastes. In addition,, COD samples were taken 

initially, at the low point of the sag, and at the end of. the experi

ment .. The second industri.al waste consisted of wood pulp and digester. 

liquor obtained from a hardboard manufacturer. The liquid was pale 

brown in color, and contai.ned very little fiber. The pH was 4.,5, and 

the COD of the stock liquor was 6,600 mg/1; the waste was deficient in 
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nitrogen. Preliminary experiments were run to establish optimum seed 

and substrate concentration for subsequent experiments in the open 

reactors and the simulated stream. Digester blowclown liquor from a 

kraft pulp mill was also employed. The black liquor had a COD of 

150,000 mg/1, and a pH of approximately lOo ~fl~ high sulphur content 

of this liquor was evident, and some sulphur (probably as H2S) was 

stripped upon aeration of a dilute sample. The sulphur content caused a 

slight immediate chemical. o2 demand leading to an immediate increase in 

DO deficit of approximately one mg/1. This deficit was rapidly satis-

fied, i.e., within one hour. 

An experiment was performed to compare the Streeter-Phelps sag 

prediction method with the procedure presented in this report.· The 

procedure previously outlined for the open stirred reactors and simu

lated river were employed in this run, and BOD curves were also develop

ed using standard dilution BOD bottle technique. The substrate was a 

combination of a fresh supply of slaughterhouse waste and the original 

supply of hardboard plant waste. The dilution water for the BOD bottles 

was the same as that used in the jars and in the simulated river, i.e., 

concentrations of ~he mineral salts and buffer were proportional to the 

nutrient concentration in the jars and the river. The two substrates 

were necessarily diluted in accordance with the requirements of the 

standard technique. The seed was obtained from sewage, .and was accli-. 

mated to the waste for 24 hours, then added to the bottles (at final 

concentration of 0.5 percent). Prior to adding _the above _constituents 

to the BOD bottles, the tap water was aerated with compressed air to 

about 8.5 mg/1 DO. Immediately after preparing the BOD bottles, the 

tap water was carefully added to the bottles by siphon. The bottles 
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were incubated in the same water bath used for controlling the temper

ature for the reactors; they were submerged to maintain a water seal. 

BOD bottles were periodically removed for dissolved oxygen analysis 

during the duration of the expedment (five days). 

The predicted DO profile in the river calculated using the open 

jar technique was compared to the DO profile predicted by the Streeter

Phelps equation, using the standard BOD bottle technique. 

C. Analytical Procedures 

1. Dissolved Oxygen 

Dissolved oxygen was monitored el ectrometrical ly _using a Ptecision 

Scientific Company DO analyzer. The instrument was standardized 

frequently, using the Winkler Method as explained in Standard Methods 

(37). 

2. Microscopic Examination 

Wet mounted slides of ran~om samples from the units were observed 

in order to gain some insight as to the type of microbial populations 

present. A Carl Zeiss phase contrast microscope was employed, and the 

samples were viewed at magnification of 970x. 

3. Chemical Oxygen Demand 

The COD procedure was that described in Standard Methods (37) for 

a 20-ml sample size, and the dilute procedure for concentrations less 

than 50 mg/1 COD was used. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

In all, thirty-six experiments were conducted. For conveni·ence in 

presenting the results, the experiments are referred to by number as 

well as descriptive name. The experiments were numbered chronological

ly, but are not necessari'ly presented in chronological, order. (Some of· 

the thirty-s.ix experiments which- were conducted are not included in 

this report.) The present chapter is divi-ded into two major sections: 

Phase A, "Effect of Reaeration Constant on Oxygen Uptake,". and Phase 8, 

"Experiments on the Prediction -of Disso,lved ©xygen Sag Curves in the 

Simul at~d Channel. From Oxygen Uptake Curves Developed in the Open Jar . 

Reactors." 

Experiment 11 was a reaeration run which was made to determine the 

consistency of K2 values with the -magneti.c stirrers running at vari·ous · 

speeds.. In this e~periment, the water wa~ deae.rated and allowed to 

aerate to approximately saturation level, DO was measured at frequent 

intervals during reaeration. Then without stopping or adjusting the 

stirri.ng speed in any fashion,, the water was again deaerated and the 

reaeration period _again allowed to proceed. This procedure was follow-: 

ed for thr:ee serial reaeration periods" It was found that K2 remained 

constant for any specific magnetic stirrer'setting. 

Experiments 12, 13, 14, .and 15 were. conducted to gain insight into 

1')"7 
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the effect -0f substrate concentration pn rate and kinetic order of o2 

uptake .. In general, these experiments verified the previous conclusfons 

of Jennelle and Gaudy (9). However, more work on this aspect'se~med 

warranted, and a decision was made. to initiate a separate study along 

these lines. This study was made. the subject of an MS thesis by a 

colleag.ue in the bioen.viro.nmental laboratories (28). 

Experiments 16 and 17 were run·to determine the best depth at which 

to locate the propeller. It wa.s found th~t placement one inch from th.e 

bottom of the jar .reactor was better .than a 1oca.tion near the middle 

depths. Once obtaine~, these results were incorporated into the exper

imental procedures. 

A. Effect of Reaeration Constant on Oxygen Uptake 

Twelve preliminary experiments, which are not reported here, were 

conduct.ed to develop technique and establish a relationship between the 

stirring ,speed and the reaeration rate. The OG method used b'y Isaacs 

and Gaudy (8) was emp.loyed to calculate the saturation value, Cs' and 

the resulting deficit values wer& used to calcul~te the reaeration rate, 

K2• It was found that the calculated Cs value varied .with the positi.on 

on the reaeration curve for which the initial time values were chosen. 

Davis (38} states that the calculati.on points should be located at the 

extremities of the first order decreasing curve; however; many erratic 

values were found and some Cs values indicated supersaturation. Isaacs 

has made sample calculatipns (8) showing effects of assuming Cs values 

too high or too low; the resulting semi-l9garithmic plot of deficit 

versus time will not be a straight line. Therefore, after these pre

liminary experiments, a trial and error method was developed in which 
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Cs values were selected to determine deficit values which plotted a 

straight 1 ine for K2 calculation. This method of finding a C5 value· 

required much less time than did computing the a method equation until 

a suitable or average value was found to fit the majority ,ef data· 

points. Thus, the method employed to calculate K2 was, in the main, a 

graphical approach to the a method. After the reaeration portion of· 

each.experiment, the saturation .value listed in Standard. Methods {37) 

for the experimental temperature was used to calculq.te the deficits for 

the deoxygenation and recovery phases of the experiments. 

From these prelimfoary runs, it was found that a relatively large 

range of K2 values could be obtained using the magnetic stirrers 0.87 

day-l to 3.86 day-l (calculated using natural logarithms). The mag-

netic stirrers were limited to this range because at very low speeds, 

fluctuations in powerat times practically stopped the stirrer, while 

at fast speeds, the magnet would at times· spin off center. However, 

the above range of values encompasses reaeration rates in a large num

ber of natural streams •. In later experiments, stirring motors with 

long shafts and propellers were used. 

Fourteen experiments were conducted using the open stirred react

ors to d~termine the relations.hip between reaera.tion rate and oxygen 

uptake. Various .conce.ntrations of gl uc~se were used, but the K2 was 

the only var.table in an ind_ividual experiment. The tempera·ture for

runs one through 10 was 2s0 c, runs 18, 19, and 20 were at 20°c, and the 

final: run 1 number 34, was made at 22°c. Results from two runs {numbers 

one and th~ee) were discarded because of difficulties with the DO 

probe. 

Ftgure l shows dissolved oxygen concentration during reaeration to 
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determine K2 values and five days of the DO profile due to addition of 

a carbon source. This figure represents a set of sag curves typical of· 

the remainder of the experiments in this section, Data points for the 

first 26 hours show the recovery of DO after its chemical removal by 

sulfite; the difference in reaeration rates in the jars stirred at dif

ferent rates is quite apparent. When enough sampling points had been 

obtained to determine K2 values, the synthetic waste was added {arrow 

on figure). The final concentration in the reactor ~as 75 mg/1 glucose, 

with 0,25 percent accl ima4ed cells .added for 11 seed. 11 The initial delay 

(lag) in the downward leg of the DO sag curve occurred in many of the 

runs. It was eliminated in other runs in which a higher seed concen

tration was used. For some runs, the downward and upward legs of the 

DO sag were not as smoothly curved as those shown in Figure 1, and they 

are termed 11 phasic 11 DO sag curves. This figure also illustrates 

three different types of sag bottoms. The curve for jar three is V

shaped, which was characteristic of units with higher reaeration val

ues. The curve for jar one has a slightly rounded bottom; many of the 

curves had this appearance. Jar two had the lowest K2 of all runs. 

Although the DO meter indicated the presence of a small amount of dis

solved oxygen, .the amount registered is most probably a result of la~k 

of sensitivity in the DO probe. When this type of flat bottomed curve 

occurred, it was assumed that the DO actually attained zero. Under 

such conditions, the calculation of o2 uptake using the DO profile data 

is not recommended. The recovery periods for these systems yielded 

smooth curves; however, some runs exhibited 11phasic 11 recovery curves, 

This experiment was terminated after 183 hours, at which time the DO in 

the units. was near saturation level, 



Figure·l, Typical DO Profiles for Open Stirred Reactors, Including the Reaeration 
Phase Before Substrate Addition.· 

Experiment 20: 75 mg/1 Glucose, 0.25 percent Acclimat-ect ·ee-lls 

o = Jar 1, K2 = 0.091 hr~1 

D = Jar 2, K2 = 0.044 hr"'.'1 

A -1 
u. = Jar 3, K2 = 0.165 hr· 
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Figure 2 shows the accumulated o2 uptake curves calculated from 

the sag curves of figure 1. It can be seen that these curves.do not 

follow "monomolecularll law; i.e., they do not follow a first order 

decreasing rate kinetic form. The shape of the curve for o2 uptake 

varied somewhat with -each run., but an autocatalytic S-shape was typical

ly observed .. A dis.tinct 11 plateau" was not evident in this run, nor 

were plateaus found as typical features of all o2 uptake curves. The 

early break in the curve-for jar two at 40 hours was proably caused by 

DO deficiency. The difference in K2 values, covering the rather broad 

range of 0.044 to 0.165 hr-1, is seen to cause considerable differences 

in the o2 uptake. The final values after 183 hours were 33.2 mg/1 for 

the low K2, 40.3 mg/1· for the intermediate K2, and 51.5 mg/1 for the 

high K2 .. 

In -0rder to point out similarities as well as variations from the 

results shown above for ·other experiments of the same type, the remain:

ing data are described briefly.in the manuscript, and four additional 

o2 uptake graphs are presented~ Pertinent observations are al~o includ

ed in a ,summary table (Table II) at the end of this section of the 

chapter. 

In experi·m~nt two, a glucose co.ncentration .of 50 mg/1 was employed 

and the seed was 0,5 percent old cells .. The K2 values were 0.069 and 

O.Q90 hr-1. The bottom of the sag occurred about five hours earlier 

with the lower K2, and the minimum DO was maintained for eight hours. 

The higher K2 .. value resulted in a sag curve in which the recovery phase 

began immediately after the minimum point was reached. The minimum 

dissolved oxygen concentration was 1.3 mg/1 for the system with the 

higher K2, .and 0~3 mg/1 for the lowe~ one. After three days,_the DO 



Figure 2o Typical Oxygen Uptake Curves for a Wide Range of Reaeration Rates. 

Experiment 20: 75 mg/1 Glucose, 0&25 percent Acclimated Cells 

o = Ja-r 1, K2 = 0.091 hr-1 

D = Jar 2, .K2 = 0.044 hr-1 

A= Jar 3, K2 = 0.165 hr~1 
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had practically recover~d to the initi~l values. The o2 uptake curves 

were identical, and after 54 hours the total oxygen consumed for both. 

units was 23 mg/1. This experiment was of rather short duration, and 

a second phase of o2 uptake would not have been detected had conditions .. 

been such that a second phase .woulc;I. have occurred with longer aeration .. 

In experiment four, the gl uco.se concentration was lowered to 30 · 

mg/1, an.d the seed was decreased to 0.25 percent old cells. The mini

mum DO was 4.9·mg/1 for the jar stirred to produce a K2 of 0.112 hr- 1, 

and 4,7 mg/l fo.r the jar with .the lower K2 {0.081 hr-1). With the low 

substrate and seed concentrations, the sag curves had a characteristic

ally slow decrease to the minimum DO and a slow recovery. Both o2 

uptake curves were S-shaped or autocatalytic in nature. At the end of 

the experiment {52 hours), 13.7 mg/1 o2 had been used for the system 

with the greater K2, and 11.9. mg/1 o2 in the jar with the lower K2 value. 

A substrate concentration of -10 mg/1 in run five proved too low to 

yield a reliably calculated o2 uptake curve; At the K2 values employed, 

only a slight sag or none at all was exerted. Two o2 uptake curves 

were calculated at this concentration, and they were very similar. 

Both appeared to follow first order decreasing kinetics to 48 hours, at. 

which time the total oxygen uptake was 8. 7 mg/1 fo·r the system with a 

K2 of 0.090 hr-1 and 7.0 mg/l for a K2 of 0.108 hr-1. 

In experiment six, a supstrate concentration .of 40 mg/1 glucose 

and 0.25 percent old cells were used. The difference between the K2 

values was s 1 i ght and, therefore, the sag curves .and o2 uptake curves 

were essentially the same.·. The minimum DO was 3.6 mg/1, and again the 

sag curves had gradually sloping sides. The o2 uptake curves were$

shaped to 40 hours, when a sudden dec.rease in o2 uptake rate occurred. 



After 68 hours, the oxygen consumed was 15.3 mg/1 for a K2 of 0.069 

hr- 1, and 16.7 mg/1 for a K2 of·0.076 hr-1 . 
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A concentration of 20 mg/1 carbon source in run seven resulted in 

a .much larger sag than was observed with the 10 mg/l employed in exper

iment five (K2 values were only slightly lower in experiment seven). 

However, the minim.um DO was 4.0 mg/1 for the low K2 value, .and the legs 

of the sag curves flattened. The o2 uptake curves were S-shaped and 

all increased at the same rate to 32 hours, at which time .the o2 uptake 

rate decreased sharply. The end of the autocatalyti~ o2 uptake phase 

occurred earlier in the unit with the lowest K2 than in the others, and 

the system with the highest K2 exhibited the greatest total uptake .. 

In exp~riment eight, a wide range of K2 values was employed. How-· 

ever, at the fast stirring rate, the stirring magnet would spin off 

center occasionally,. and this set of data was of doubtful val.idity. The 

values for K2 were 0.053, 0.091, and 0.20 hr-1, and the glucose concen

tration was 50 mg/l with a -0.25 percent seed of old cells .. The data 

for the system with a K2 of 0.20 hr-i were disca,rded. A large differ

ence was noted in the sag curves for the two remaining jars •. An 18-hour 

lag was observed in both units, after which the dissolved oxygen 

decreased in one jar·from 6.6 mg/1 to 0.70 mg/1, whereas in the system 

with a higher K2, the DO decreased from 7.0 mg/1 to 4.2 mg/L Again, 

both o2 uptake curves were S-shaped. However, unlike many other exper- . 

iment$, t.he rate of o2 uptake appeared to be greater for the system 

with the lower K2• 

Experiment nine was the first run·in wH~ch fresh sewage was used as 

the seed .. Thirty mg/1 glucose and 0.25 percent seed were.added to 

reactors with reaeration .rate constants of 0.060, 0.093, and O. l08 hr-1, 
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All three responded with a 20 ... hour lag phase, a small sag, a slight 

recovery period, and another sag and recovery. The first sag occurred 

after 36 hours;. the greatest depression in DO occurred in systerrrs with. 

lower K2 values. Also, the rate of recovery was slower in the system 

with the lowest.K2 value. The second sag was much more pronounced for 

the lowest K2 system. The minimum DO of the second sag occurred at 72 

hours for the unit operated with a K2 of 0.060 hr-1 , and at 90 hours 

for the others. The o2 uptake curves for this experiment, shown in 

Figure 3, are slightly multiphasic and are essentially parallel lines 

for the systems with K2 value of 0.093 and 0.108 hr- 1• It is noted that 

after almost six days, the total oxygen utilized for the unit with a K2 

of 0.108 hr-l was 26 mg/1. It appears from these results that lower o2 

uptake can be expected in systems with lower K2 values. 

A variety of sag curves was obtained in experiment 10, in which 

the substrate concentration was 40 mg/1 and a seed of 0.25 percent old 

c1:1lls was employed. All three units had an 8-hour .lag. The sag curve 

of the .unit with a K2 of 0.058 hr-1 declined sharply to 0.6 mg/1 DO, 

and the minimum level pers·isted for 10. hours. This flat bottom may 

have been caused by faulty .probe response, because in another experi

ment (six) .at this level of substrate with a comparable K2, .the sag 

curve exhibited a rapid recovery of DO. The sag curve·for the reactor 

with a K2 of 0.085 hr-1 exhibi~ed the latter type of curve •. The higher 

K2 of 0.105 hr-: 1 resulted in a sag curve with a slow declining leg and 

a rapid recovery ·leg. The o2 uptake curves calculated from these sags 

are shown in Figure 4, At the low and medium K2 values, the o2 uptake 

curves were similar, while the higher value of K2 resulted in a lower 

uptake rate during the second and part of the third day, 



Figure 3, Phasic O~gen Uptake for a Low Concentration of Substrate" 

Experiment 9: 30 mg/1 Glucose, 0.25 percent Sewage 

0= Jar l, ~ = 0.108 hr-1 

D = Jar 2, ~ = 0.093 hr-1 

~ = Jar 3, ~ = 0.060 hr-1 
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Figure 4c Oxygen Uptake Response due to Various Reaeration Rates. 

Expertment 10: . 40 mg/1 'Glucose, ·a.25 percent Accl,imaied Cells . 
.. 1. 

0= Jar 1, -~ = 0.105 -hr 
.. 1 

,1 -Cl= Jar·2, K2 = 0.085-hr· 
1· 

A= Jar 3, -~ = 0.058 hr".' 
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In experiment 18, the effect of .medium to high K2 values on o2 

uptake was examined. The seed was 0.25 percent old cells, .and 50 mg/1 

gluco_se was employed as a substrate. As would be expected, the lower K2 

values yielded the greater PO deficits at the low points in the sag 

curves. The dissolved oxygen depletion -for a K2 of -0.210 hr-1 was only 

0.6 mg/1-. Figure 5 is a plot of the o2 uptake curves for this experi

ment. It is noted that for the higher K2 values, the increasing leg of 

the S-shaped curve-{approximate exponential phase) appeared to yield a 

slower rate of o2 uptake. However, with a DO deficit of only 0.6 mg/1, 

the validity of the calculation procedure may be in doubt .. In any 

event, .it would appear that at a two-fold difference in K2 value. (0. 09 

versus 0.210 hr-1), reaeration rate (agitation or turbulence) can affect 

o2 uptake rate •. 

A wide range of K2 values was used in run 19: 0.047, 0.089, and 

0.154 hr-1• Also, the feed was increased to 75 mg/1, while the seed was 

0.25 percent old cells.· A long lag pf 24 to 36 hours and a double sag 

was observed for all t~ree units. At the time, such a double sag was 

thought to represent an abnormal curve, and experiment 20 was run. This 

experiment was shown-in Figµres 1 and 2. 

The final experiment to compar~ reaeration rate and o2 uptake was 

conducted in the same fashion as all previous experiments. Four jars 

covering a large range of K2 values were employed.· Each was inoculated 

with 50 mg/1. glucose and 0.5 percent of an acclimated seed developed 

from sewage. In all units, a slight initial sag occurred during the 

first day with partial recovery before the main sag developed. Figure 

6 shows the resulting o2 uptake curves. There is a definite indication 

that the degree of reaeration can affect n2 uptake. Units one and four 



Figure 5o . Oxygen Uptake Curves for a High Range of Reaeration Rates. 

Experiment 18: · 50 mg/1 Glucose, 0.25 percent Acclimated Cells 

O= Jar l, _K2 = 0.128 hr'"1 

D = Jar 2, K2 = 0.090 hr'"1 · 

h.. = Jar 3, --~ = 0.210 hr'"1 
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Figure 6. The Effect of Reaeration Rate on the Course of Oxygen Uptake. 

Experiment 34: 50 mg/1 Glucose, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

o = Jar 1, K2 = 0.078 hr-1 

D = Jar 2, K2 = O. 116 hr -l 

D.= Jar- 3, K2 = 0.-065 hr-l . 

0 = Jar 4,. K2 = 0.095 hr-1 
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with K2 values of 0.078 and 0.095 hr-1 , respectively, yielded essen

tially the same o2 uptake curve. However, the very large difference 

between o2 uptake curves for jars two and three {highest and lowest 

values of K2) indicates that greater o2 uptake can be expected at higher 

K2 values ... An increase in o2 uptake with .increasing K2 values -was also 

shown for three systems in Figure 2 .. In Tab.le II, key features.of each 

of the experiments are summarized. 

B. Experiments on the Pred.iction of Dis5olved Oxygen Sag Curves_ in the. 

Simulated Channel From Oxygen Uptake Curves Developed in the Open Jar 

Reactors 

The next series of experiments was undertaken to determine. whether 

o2 uptake data could be employed to predict the DO profile of the sim

ulated stream at known K2 va 1 ues. It was hypothesized that if this 

were possible, there would be some basis for formulating recommendation. 

of a method to replace the usually employed BOD diluti_on technique. The 

numerical in~egration technique used in the present study to predkt • 

the DO profile does not require mathematical definition of the kinetic 

course of o2 uptake {i.e., BOD exertion). Sample calculations_ demon

strating the computational technique are given in Table IV in the 

Appendix. 

For this set of experiments; mixing in the open .-jar reactors was 

provided by motor-driven propellers rather than magnetic mixers. The 

stirring speeds were usually higher than those obtained with the mag

netic stirrers, and the speed could be more reliably controlled. The 

operating temperature for the jars and river is noted in the legend of 

eac'h figure. In order to make direct comparison of the course of 



TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF REAERATION CONSTANT ON OXYGEN UPTAKE 

3 4. 6 7 8 9 0 l 

Exper. Jar Glucose ~ Type of Seed Initial Minimum Type of O Uptake Curve 
Total o2 

# # mg/1 hr-1 and% Type of Sag Curve DO mg/1 DO mg/1 2 Used, mg/1 Effect of ~ on o2 Uptake 

2 l 50 0.069 old cells smooth-flat bottom 5.9 0.3 S-shaped 23 - 54 hr Both curves identical for this period 
2 0.090 0.50% smooth- V -bottom 6.6 1.3 S-shaped 23 - 54 hr of time 

4 l 30 0.081 old cells· smooth 6.1 4.7 S-shaped 12-52hr Curves separate after 12 hrs 
2 0.112 0.25% smooth 7.0 4.9 S-shaped 14 - 52 hr 

5 1 10 0.108 old cells flat 6.8 6.7 first order decreasing 7 - 48 hr Curves very similar during this time 
2 0.090 0.25% flat 6.2 6.0 first order decreasing 9 - 48 hr period 

6 1 40 0.069 old cells smooth 6.1 3.7 S-shaped 15 - 68 hr Curves very similar 
2 0.076 0.25% smooth 6.2 3.6 S-shaped 17 - 68 hr 

1 20 0.091 old cells smooth · 7.2 4.5 S-shaped 16 - 76 hr Curves diverged in accordance with~ 
7 2 0.083 0.25% smooth 7 .1 4.7 · S-shaped 13 - 76 hr values with lowest K2 yielding lowes 

3 0.062 smooth 6.1 4.0 S-shaped 10 - 76 hr o2 uptake 

8 1 50 0.091 old cells smooth 7.0 4.2 S-shaped 21 - 93 hr Considerable difference in the 02 uptake 
2 0.053 0.25% smooth-flat bottom 6.6 0.7 S-shaped 25 - 93 hr curves, system with highest K2 value 

yielded lowest 02 uptake 
1 30 0.108 sewage smooth-double sag 7.7 5.5 S-shaped - plateau 26 -141 hr Units 1 and 2 very similar. Difference 

9 2 0.093 0.25% smooth-double sag 7.8 5.6 S-shaped - plateau 23 -141 hr between units 1 and 3 too great to 
3 0.060 smooth-double sag 7.2 3.1 S-shaped - plateau 19 -141 hr consider as one curve 

1 40 0.105 old cells phasic 6.7 4.5 S-shaped 20 -1118 hr 02 uptake in system with highest K~ pro-
10 2 0.085 0.25% smooth 6.5 2.2 S-shaped - plateau 21 -108 hr ceeded at slowest rate during the 6-

3 0.058 smooth-flat bottom 5.1 0.6 S-shaped 19 -108 hr hour period following the first day 

l 50 0.128 old cells smooth 7.5 5.8 S-shaped 28 -107 hr System with highest Kz yielded lower 
18 2 0.090 0.25% smooth 6.5 4.5 S-shaped 32 -107 hr o2 uptake 

3 0.210 flat 8.1 7.5 S-shaped 26 -107 hr 

l 75 0.089 old cells smooth-double sag 8.9 2.3 S-shaped - plateau 3! -150 hr Three completely different o2 uptake 
19 2 0.047 0.25% double sag-flat bottom9.3 0.6 s-shaped 30 -150 hr curves 

3 0.154 smooth-double sag 7.6 5.6 s-shaped - plateau 30 -150 hr 

l 75 0.091 old cells smooth-V-bottom 8.2 0.5 s-shaped 40 -183 hr Curves diverged in accordance with Kz 
20 2 0.044 0.25% smooth-flat bottom 6.7 0.3 s-shaped 33 -183 hr values with lowest Kz yielding 

3 0.165 smooth-V-bottom 8.7 2.8 S-shaped 52 -183 hr lowest o2 uptake 

l 50 0.078 new phasic-double sag 6.8 3.8 S-shaped - plateau 37 -146 hr Units 1 and 4 very similar 02 uptake 
34 2 0.116 acclimated phasic-double sag 7.3' 4.5 S-shaped - phasic 47 -146 hr curves. K2 values for units 2 and 3 

3 0.065 cells phasic-double sag 6.7 4.6 S-shaped - phasic 28 -146 hr too different to compare curves with 
4 0.095 0.50% phasic-double sag 7.0 4.6 S-shaped - phasfc 39 -146 hr units l and 4 ~ 

U) 
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exertfon of BOD, .the feeding and seeding methods for the reactors and . 

artificial river were exactly the same, unless purposely made different, 

as was-the case in some experiments. 

After several experiments with glucose-glutamic acid and glucqse 

alone, three actual wastes were used to test the method. The first wa~ 

essentially animal blood from a slaughterhouse and meat. packing .company .. 

The waste was collected from the plant.outlet line before any type of 

treatment. The second waste was from a hardboard manufac.turer and was 

also colle.cted prior to treatment. The third substance was black liquor 

from a kraft pulping plant and was obtained before the material was 

recycled for reclamation .of chemicals. One set of figures is shown for 

the glucose and glutamic acid r~ns, two for the glucose experiments, 

and all figures for the three wastes. Finally~ the figures are shown 

for the concluding experi·ment which was designed to compare the 

Streeter-Phelps method with the new method reported here. 

In experiment 21, a mistake in substrate concentration ,was dis

covered after the run was concluded. The river was fed a total con-

e en trat ion of 60 mg/1; however, the jars received only half this con

centration. In experiment. 22, the river was run with 30 mg/1 total sub

strate (15 mg/1 glucose plus 15 mg/1 glutamic acid), while one jar had 

30 mg/1 and the other, 60 mg/1. Similar o2 uptake curves were obtained 

in the open reactor and river, both of which contained 30 mg/1 total 

suQstrate. Only slight depressions of DO (i.e., "sags") were observed 

at this concentration, and the lag phase in the jar was approximately 

64 hours. These two preliminary runs provided experience with the 

river, the calculation procedure, and insight into concentrations of 

substrate and seed to be employed· in subsequent experiments .. 
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 show data for experiment 23 in which the sub

strate consisted of a mixture of glucose and glutamic a~id (30 mg/1 

each), and sewage seed {0.5 percent) was employed; The remaining exper.,.. 

iments with this substrate will be compared to these figures~ The data 

for this experi-ment were also used in the sam~le calculations {presented 

in the Appendix) for o2 uptake and the predicted sag curve. · The K2 

values were all rather high, with that in the river (0.120 hr-1) falling 

between the values for the two jars (0.099 and 0. 136 hr-1), The reactor 

with the highest K2 {jar one) resulted in an abnormally high o2 uptake 

rate, which may have been due to an error in substrate concentration, 

and the data could not be employed for predicting the DO profile in the 

river. It can be seen in Figure 7 that there was a delay _or lag in 

in.itiation of the downward leg of the DO profile in the jar ... This lag 

is evident in the o2 uptake curves shown in Figure 8; it amounted to 

approximately 12 hours. However, if the 12-hour lag phase in the jar 

was eliminated from the calculation, the predicted sag curve correspond

ed well with the actual (observed) sag curve in the simulated river 

{Figure 9). The predicted low point of 1.90 mg/1 DO occurred at the 

same time but was approximately one mg/1 DO below the actual. Thus, 

the techniqu~ appeared to provide an acceptable approximation of the 

actual profile, albeit a conservative estimate of the minimum DO. 

In a similar experiment (run 24), two jars were used. The fr.esh 

sewage seed produced an initial lag phase (20 hours) in the open 

reactors, but none in the river. Also, the decreasing leg of the sag 

curve was somewhat phasic in the jars, while the curve for.the river 

was smooth. These two differences caused the low point of Jhe sag for 

the jars to occur 32 hours after that for the river~ Although there 



Figure lo Actual Sag Curves for Open Stirred Reactor and Artificial River •. · 

Experiment 23: 60 mg/1 Glucose-Glutamk Acid, 0.50 percent Sewage 

a_ _ -1 o 
- Jar 2s K2 - 0.099 hr s 23 C 

A= River, K2 = 0.120 hr-1 , 21-22°c 
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Figure 8. Oxygen Uptake Curves Calculated From Sag Curves in Figure 7. 

Experiment 23: 60 mg/1 Gluco~e-Glutamic Acid, 0.50 percent Sewage 

CJ -1 0 = Jar 2, .~ = 0.099 hr , 23 c . 
.6. = River, K2 = 0.120 hr-1 , 21-22°c 
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Figure 9. Sag Curve Predicted From o2 Uptake Curve Compared to Actual River ··sag 
Curve. 

Experiment 23: 60 mg/1 Glucose-Glutamic·Acid, 0.50 percent Sewage 

a= Jar 2, K2 = 0.099 hr-l, 23°c 

A= River,~ =0.120.h~-1 ,21-22°c · 
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was only one mg/1 difference in the minimum DO values, the o2 uptake 

was greater for the jars than the river, and the difference appeared to 

be due to the two-phase decreasing leg of the sag curves in the jars .. 

The greater -02 uptake in the jars did not appear to be attributable to. 

a -difference in K2 values, since there was only a small difference in 

these values: 0.102 in the river, compared to 0.114 and 0~134 hr~ 1 in 

the jars. The o2 uptake curves were of the same general shape as those 

shown in Figure 8, except for the lcrnger initial lag phase, One pre

dicted sag curve fe.11 below zero, and the other had a minimum point .of 

0.24 mg/1 DO while the observed minimum DO in the river was 2.0 mg/1 DO. 

Again, the jars predicted a conservative picturization pf the DO pro~ 

file in the river, but one which. surely was not within acceptable lim

its. It was concluded from this experiment. that unacclimated seed 

(fresh sewage) should not in any case be employed as seed material. 

Starting with experiment 25, various acclimation procedures for 

seeds were tried in efforts to remove the lag phase in the open-reactors. 

Fresh sewage was acclimated to glucose in minimal salts .and buffer med

ium in order to begin an experiment with .a pre-adapted microbial popu-. 

lation.1 Effort was made to determine. the percentage of seed necessary 

and the duration of the acclimation time for the seed. The substrate 

for experiment 25 was 60 mg/1 glucose, and 0.5 percent seed was added 

to the jars and river. Results for this run are shown in Figures 10, · 

11, and 12. To develop a seed, a sample of fresh sewage was supplement

ed with glucose (approximately l 000 mg/1) and buffer salts. The system 

was aerated for 36 hours before use in experiment 25 •. The sag curve in 

the river s.tarted immediately, and reached a minimum DO of one mg/1 

approximately 40 hours before the reactors reached a low of 2.5 mg/1 



Figure lOo Actual Sag Curves for Open Stirred Reactors and Artificial River-. 

Experiment 25: 60 rog/1 Glucose, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells · 
-1 Q o.:: Jar l, ~ = 0.108 hr , 22 c 

CJ.: Jar 2, K2 .:: O.l34·hr-1 , 22°c 

.6. = River, -~ = 0.080 hr-1 , .21-22°c · 
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fi,ure 11. Oxygen Uptake Curv·~s Calculated From Sag Curves in Figure l O. , 

Experiment 25: 60 mg/l Glucose, 0. 50 percent Ace 1 ima ted Cells 

-1 o o = Jar 1 , ~ = o .. l 08 hr , 22 .c · 
-1 o a = Jar 2, K2 = o .134 -hr .. , 22 c 

.A= River, K2 = 0.080 hr-1 ~- 21-22°c 
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Figure 12, Sag Curves Predicted From o2 Uptake Curves Compared to Actual River 
Sag Curve. 

Experiment 25:. 60 mg/1 Glucose, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

o = Jar 1, ·~ = 0.108 hr-1 , 22°c 
-1 . o o = Jar 2, K2 = 0.134 hr , 22 c 

bi.= River; K2 = 0.080 hr-1, 21-22°c 
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{Figure 10). · Oxygen uptake curves are shown in Figure 11; o2 uptake 

in jar one {K2=0.108 hr-1) was somewhat lower than in jar·two (K2= 0.134 

hr-1). From Figure 11 it ·can be estimated that o2 uptake in the jars 

lagged that in the river by approximately 24 hours. In Figure 12, tfre 

actual river sag curve and the curves predicted from the jars are com

pared, These profiles do not coi~cide, and, in the main, the curve pre

dicted using the data from jar one provides a more satisfactory esti

mate of the profile. 

The glucose-glutamic acid combination was used as substrate in 

experiment 26. The seed was developed in the same manner as for exper

iment 25, but the sewage was aerated for 24 hours rather than 36 hoursi 

A 1 . 5 percent seed was added to the jars in order to remove the 1 ag. 

However, this amount of seed proved to be too high, and dissolved oxy- . 

gen decreased to zero and did not recover for 12 hours. The usual Ow5 

percent seed was added to the .river, which reached a low point of 1.4 

mg/1 DO. It was impossible to evaluate any effect of time of pre

aeration -0f seed -0n lag time because the high amount of seed prevented 

any lag at all an.d caused the DO to fall to zero rather rapidly. In 

all three units there was ~ small second sag after partial recovery from 

th~ minimum DO .. The higher o2 uptake in the jars as compared to the 

river caused both predicted curves to fall below zero for several hours. 

Since the K2 values in the jars and the river were essentially ·the same 

(tl.090 and O. ll 5 versus 0.087 hr~1, respectively), the greater o2 up

take in the jars can be attributed to the greater amount of seed mater~ 

ial. A check for substrate concentration (filtrate COD) carried over 

with the seed was not made in this experiment but previous determina

tions of carryover COD indicate that the higher o2 uptake was not due 
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to extra substrate because of the greater amount of seed .. · 

Experiment 27 was similar ·to experiment 25, except that 50 mg/1 

glucose was used instead of 60 mg/1. A .1.0 percent seed was used in 

the reactors, and 0.5 percent was employed in the river.. This time, 

the seed was grown on gluc~se and preaerated for 20 hours before use. 

All three units, showed a rather rapid decrease in DO, ~ith ~ssentially 
: . . ' . ' , 

1 inear kine.tics to the low point. Jar one, with a K2 of 0.086 hr-1, 

exhibited a low poirit of Oo80 mg/1 DO, and jar two sagged to lo40 mg/1. 

DO (K2 of 0.098 hr- 1), Sag curves for both jars had a rounded bottom, 

compared to the V-shaped bottom of the sag in the river. The K2 of the 

river was 0.077 hr~1, and the minimum DO was 0.50 mg/1,. - Oxygen uptake 

in both.jars could be represented by a single line, and o2 uptake for

th~ river was similar to that in the jars. The predicted DO profiles 

were close to that observed in the river. The predicted curves yielded 

a minimum DO of zero, whereas 0.5 mg/1 was recorded in the river. 

Experiments 28 and 29 were conducte~ to compare effects of using 

0.5 percent and 1.Q percent seed in the artifici.al river. In experi

ment 28, the jars received 0.5 a~d T.Q percent seed, respectively, and 

the river, 1.0 percent. In ex)J'eriment 29, the jars received 0.5 and 

1.0 percent seed, whereas a o.S percent seed was employed in the river. 

The substrate was 50 mg/1 glucose in both runs,_and th.e K2 values were 

practically the same for botri .the river and the jars for both runs 

(total range of O.Q91 - d.098 hr-1). The seed was developed as in 

experiment 27. The 1. 0 per;cent seed in the river caused a sag with a 

minimum DO of 0.15 mg/1, This .concentratdon was recorded for five 

hours, which ind ica.tes that DO in a 11 probabil i ty actua 11 y reached 

zero. When the river contained 0.5 percent seed, the minimum DO was 
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0.75 mg/1; however, the rate of depletion as well as the rate of o2 

uptake appeared to be slightly slower than when the 1.0 percent seed 

was used. This experiment was carried forward for only one day because 

the major aim was to determine whether the addition .of a greater amount 

of seed to the river would greatly affect the course of o2 depletion .in 

the downward leg .of the river profile. The results indicated that the 

additional seed did not have a very significant effect; however, in the 

jars, the difference in amount of seed did appear to make a difference 

in the rate of DO depletion. In fact, it appeared that the experiment 

was terminated before the low point of the DO sag was attained in the 

jar which received the 0.5 percent seed. 

As a final experiment for a glucose system, run 30 is presented in 

Figures 13, ·14, and 15. This experiment was essentially a repeat of 

experiment 29 (i.e., same K2, values, seeding procedure, substrate, etc.). 

In jdr two, which. received. the 1.0 perc-ent seed, the DO approached zero 

and remained at this low -level for nearly.16 hours, which negated its 

use for calculating _an o2 uptake curve .. Consequently, the data for jar 

two are.not shown. Fig~re· 13 shows the observed DO profiles- in the river. 

and in jar one. Even though the seed concentration was the same in the 

jar, and in the river~ and even though the K2 values were· nearly the same, 

o2 depletion .in th• river proceeded more· rapidly~ 

The oxygen uptake curves .are shown in Figure 14. In the simulated 

river there is evidence of a slight· 11 platea\J. 11 • However, the o2 uptake 

cu_rve calculated from the. DO depletion in the jar shows no evidence of 

a 11 plateau. 11 The o2 uptake curves are rather similar; i.e., either 

could be considered as a rough approximation of the other, and, if an 

average curve were cqnstructed, it. might be usable within acceptable 



Figure 13, Actual Sag Curves for Open Stirred Reactor and Artificial River. 

Experiment 30: 50 mg/1 Glucose, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 0 o = Jar 1, K2 = 0.098 hr , 21 C 

1::.. = River, ~ = 0.091 hr-1, J 9-21°c 
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Figure 14. Oxygen Uptake Curves Calculated From Sag Curves in, Figure 13. 

Experiment 30: 50 mg/1 Glucose, 0. 50 percent Acclimated Cells 

0 -1 o = Jar 1, K2 = 0.098 hr , 21 C 

A • -1 0 
L...l.= River, K2 = 0.091 hr , 19-21 C 
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Figure 15. Sag Curve Predicted From o2 Uptake Curve Compared to Actual River 
Sag Curve. 

Experiment 30: 50 mg/1 Glucose, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 o o = Jar l , K2 = O. 098 hr , 21 C 

A=River, K2 = 0.09] hr-1 , 19-21°c 
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limits for engineering prediction. It is noted that this o2 uptake 

curve {jar one} is the one o2 uptake curve obtained in all of the exper-· 

imentations which approximates in any way the 11monomolecylar 11 form.· 

However~ even in this one c~se, there is some evidence of autocatalytic 

(S-shaped} o2 uptake. 

It is seen in Figure 15 that the DO profile predicted from the jar. 

data yields ~pproximately the same minimum DO as that observed in the 

river. The difference in 11 downstream 11 loca_tion of the low point of the 

sag is approximately 3/4 day, and in some instances this magnitude of 

difference could be an impottant factor. The major reason for displace

ment of the low point in the predict~d sag is the slightly phasic nature 

of DO depletion in the downward leg of the sag in the jar (see Figure 

13}. Had this not occurred, the difference in location of the points 

of low DO would have been considerably smaller. The predicted curve 

shown in Figure 15 is much like the one for experiment 25 (see Figure· 

12} where the decreasing leg of the curve was phasic in the jar but not 

in the_ river; 

Experiment 31 .(Figures 16, 17, and 18) was the first in which an 

industrial waste .was employed. Slaughterhouse waste was diluted to 45 

mg/l COD in two open jar reactors and in the simulated stream. The 

seed populati.on was obtained by inoculating fresh sewage into a sample 

of the waste plus mineral salts and aerating for 24 hours. Since pre

vious experi~nce indicated that there might be a lag period in the jars 

when the same seed concentration was employed in the jars arJd the sim

ulated river, the seed concentration in the open jar reactors was 

increjised. However, it can be seen from Figure 16 that the 1.0 percent 

seed for the jars was too high in comparison to the river, which had a 



Figure 160 Actual Sag Curves for Open Stirred Reactors .and Artificial River.· 

Experiment 31: . 45 mg/1 Slaughterhouse Waste 

O= Jar 1, K2 = 0.081 hr-1, 1.0 percent Acclimated Cells, ·21°C · 

D = Jar 2, ·K2 = 0.102 hr-l; 1.0 percent Acclimated Cells, 21°c 

D. = River, K2 = 0.059 hr-1, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells, l8-19°c 
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Figure 170 Oxygen Uptake Curves Calculated from Sag Curves in Figure 16. 

Experiment 31: 45 mg/1· Slaughterhouse Waste 

-1 . . o 
O= Jar 1, K2 = 0.081 hr·, 1.0 percent Accl1mated Cells, 21 C 

D = Jar 2, K2 = 0.102 hr-1 , 1.0 percent Acclimated Cells, .21°c 

!:::.. = River, K2 = 0.059 hr-2 , Oo50 percent Acclimated Cells, l8-l9°c 
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Figure 180 Sag Curves Predicted From o2 Uptake Curves Compar~d to Actual River-
Sag.Curve. -

Experiment- 31 : 45 mg/1 -Slaughterhouse Waste 

-1- . 0 O=-Jar 1, K2 = 0.081 hr , ·1.0_ percent.Accl1ma-tf;!~ Cel:ls, ,21 c-

EJ = Jar 2, K2 = o._102 -hr-1, 1.0 percent Acclimated Cells,. 21°c 

!::..= River, K2 = o._059 hr-1 ~_ 0.50 percent Acclima,ted Cells, 18-19°C 

,,; 
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0.5 percent seed, and the DO depletion in the jars proceeded more, 

rapidly than in the river, even though the reaeration rate in the river·. 

was considerably lower than in the jars. The calculated o2 uptake 

curves are shown in Figure 17. Similar curves were'c5btained, and it can 

be seen that the o2 uptake curve in the river proc-eeded somewhat more 

slowly te> the 11 plateau 11 area and the overall or total o2 uptake was 

lower than for the open jar reactors.· The lower rate and total amount 

of o2 utilization reflect the combined effects of lower seed populati.on 

and lower reaeration rate. · Integration of the o2 uptake curves obtained 

in the jars with the reaeration coefficient of the river resulted in a 

conservative prediction of the DO profile in the river, as shown in 

Figure 18 •. In both predicted curves, the DO decreased to zero and 

recovered rapidly, and the bottom of the sag occurred four hours before 

the time attually observed in the simulated river. 

During the experiment, COD samples were taken at the point. of min

imum DO in each unit. The average value for all three units was 17 mg/1 

COD (filtrate). Filtrate COD was also determined at the end of the 5-

day experiment, and the same value was obtained. Thus it may be sur

mised that the available carbOn source in the waste had been removed at 

the ti!Tle of the llpl ateau ,II 

Digester -liquor from a hardboard manufacturing operation was used 

in experiment 32 (Figures .19, 20, 21). The initial COD in the two jars 

and the artificial channel was 48 mg/L Fresh sewage was aerated with 

the waste {plus ,buffer salts medium) for 43 hours and added to the units · 

to yield a concentration of 0.5 percent initial seed population. 

In this experiment, similar values for reaeration constant in the· 

open jars and the river were maintained by design and, as can be seen 



Figure 19 c Actual Sag Curves for Open Stirred Reactors and Artifi cia 1 River., 

Experiment 32:, 48 mg/1 Ha}".dboard Waste, Oo50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 o o = Jar .1 , K2 = o .,087 hr · , 21 c 
ti . -1 . 0 = Jar 2, K2 = 0.108 hr , 21 C 

A • -1 0 
L.l. = River,. K2 = .0.091 hr , 20-22 c 
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Figure 200 Oxygen -Uptake Curves Calculated From Sag Curves in Figure 190 

Experiment 32-: 48 mg/1 Hardboard Waste, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 
-1 o 0= -Jar 1, K2 = 0.087 hr , 21 G 

D = Jar 2,. ~- = 0.108 hr-1 , 21°c 

6. =. River, ~ = 0.091 hr-1, 20-22°c 
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figure 21. Sag Curves Predicted From o2 Uptake Curves Compared to Actual River 
Sag curve. · 

Eiperiment 32: 48 mg/1 -Hardboard Waste, O. 50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-2 . o o = Jar l, K2 = O. 087 hr , 21 C · 

a= Jar 2,.K2 = 0.108 hr-1 ; 21°c 

A • K l h -1 ' 0 ~= R1ver, 2 = 0~09 r . 20-22 ~ 

~ 
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from Fig-ure 19, the DO profiles are very similar. The o2 uptake curves. 

calculated from these results are shown in Fi'gure· 20. They-lie very, 

close to each other, especially .1n the. region of rapid o2 utilization, 

which is the most·signifkant portion :Of the curve-from the standpoint 

of predicti.on of critical deficit. The curves did not exhibit a .def

inite. 11 plateau; 11 however, they were· typical S-shaped curves character

istic of a ·system in whi~h microbial growth ·is the domina,nt 11 reaction;. 11 

i.e.; they could in no way be construed as followi-ng_ a 11monomolecular 11 

type kinetic order. 

Figure. 21 shows the p 1 ot of the two predicted curves -compared to 

the actua 1 curve observed for the .river. COD analyses taken at the 1 ow . 

point in the sag and at the end of the experiment indicated that the 

availabl.e substrate had ·been removed at the point of. minimum DO. 

Experi·ment 33 .{Figures· 22, 23, 24) was conducted using digester 

blow-down liquor from-a kraft pulpi"g operation as subs.trat.e.· This 

1 iquor is extremely high .in organic content ,and co.ntai-ns excess cooking . 

chemicals, ·which· are later subjeqted to recovery processes which also. 

dra·stic·al.ly reduce the organic co.nten~. An acclimated microbial popu-. 

lati.on for ·use as seed was developed from an initial :seed of ·municipal 

sewage. Cells· were transferred daily .or every other pay fo.r ·about two 

weeks· into fresh medium con:taining the black liquor, and a well aerated 

sample was. employed as source, of acclimated seed for the experi·ment. 

The initial COD in the jars and simu·lated river was }O mg/1. How

ever, a considerable portion .of ·the COD of·this waste i~ not metabol

ically ,available and the o2 depletion was. not ·large, ·as ,seen in Figure 

22~ The initial. deer-ease in dissolved .oxygen of pppro-xima.tely one mg/1 

is most -prQbably due to an initia·l .chemical demand of reduced sulfur 



Figure 220 Actual Sag Curves-of Open Stirred Reactors and Artificial River., 

Experiment 33: 70 mg/1 Kraft Liquor, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells -
-L o 0= Jar 1, K2 = 0.094 hr , 22 C 

-1 0 o = Jar 2 s ~ = o. 122 hr - , 22 C 

!:::i.. = River, K2 = 0.069 hr-1; 21-22°c -
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Figure 23" Oxygen Uptake Curves Calculated From Sag Curves in Figure 22c 

Experiment 33: 70 mg/1 Kraft Liquor, O. 50 percent Acclimated Cells 
-1 .· o 

o = Jar 1 , K2 = 0. 094 hr . , 22 C 

D = Jar 2, ~· = 0.122 hr-l, ·22°c 

-1 ·o A= River, K2 = 0~069 hr , 21-22 C 
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Figure 24. Sag Curves Predicted From o2 Uptake Curves Compared to Actual River 
Sag Curve. · ·. 

Exper·iment 33: 70 mg/1 Kraft Liquor, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 0. o = Jar l, K2 = 0.094 hr , 22 C 

-1 o tJ = Jar 2, K2 = O. 122 hr ··· ; 22 C 

A • h -1 1 0 ~= River, K2 = 0.069 r , 2 -22 C 
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compounds in the black liquor. The resultant oxygen uptake curves are 

shown in Figure 23. During the first day (i.e., the time required to 

reach the low point in the sag curve), the o2 uptake curves are prac

tically the same. However, following this ttme, the rate of o2 uptake 

in the river slowed down more rapidly than in the open jars. As has 

been noted in other experiments, lower K2 values tend to give lower 

overall rates of o2 uptake. 

In Figure 24, the DO profiles predicted from the o2 uptake curves 

in the jars are compared to the profile observed in the river. The pre

dicted curves are rather close to the actual curve with respect to min

imum DO and time to attain maximum deficit, but because of the greater 

o2 uptake in the jars after the first day (Figure 23), the predicted 

recovery leg of the profile 1 ags the ac tua 1 profile. 

Experiment 35 (Figures 25, 26, 27) employed a carbon source con

sisting of a combination of slaughterhouse and hardboard pulp wastes. 

The hardboard waste was from the same waste sample used in experiment 

32, and it retained its previous characteristics during the 6-week cold 

storage period between experiments. A fresh sample of the slaughter

house waste was obtained, The COD concentration of this sample was 

38,000 mg/1 (compared to 16,250 mg/1 for the previoui sample). 

The general procedure for this run was the same as described for 

experiment 32. A seed was developed by acclimating an initial seed of 

fresh sewage to a mixture of slaughterhouse and hardboard wastes. After 

the reaeration stage of the experiment, the two jars and the river were 

polluted with 55 mg/1 total COD of the two wastes (24 mg/1 COD of 

slaughterhouse waste and 31 mg/1 COD of hardboard waste) and 0.5 percent 

acclimated seed. Mineral buffer salts, including nitrogen source, were 



Figure 25. · Actual Sag Curves of Open Stirred Reactors and Artificial Rivero 

Experiment 35: 24 mg/1 Slaughterhouse Waste Pl us 31 mg/1 Hardboard 
Waste, Oe 50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 0 o = Jar 1 , K2 = O. 170 hr · , 22 c 

-1 o D = Jar 2, K2 "" O. 120 hr , 22 C 

~"" River, K2 :as 0.090 hr-1, 20-23°c 
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Figure 26, Oxygen Uptake Curves Calculated From Sag Curves in Figure 25. 

Experiment 35: 24 mg/1 Slaughterhouse Waste Plus 31 mg/1 Hardboard 
Waste, 0, 50 percent Acclimated Cells 

o = Jar 1 , K2 = O. 1 7~r,::J:i:z2-~G , 

-1 o 
D= Jar 2, K2 = 0.120 hr , 22 C 

~ = River, K2 = 0.090 hr-1 , 20-23°c 
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Figure 27. Sag Curves Predicted From o2 Uptake Curves Compared to Actual River 
Sag Curve. 

Experiment 35: 24 mg/1 Slaughterhouse Waste Pijus 31 rog/1 Hardboard 
Waste, 0.50 percent Acclimated Cells 

-1 0 o = Jar 1 , K2 = O. 170 hr , 22 C 
-1 0 D = Jar 2, K2 = o. 1 20 hr · , 22 c 

6.= River, K2 = 0.090 hr"".1, 20-23°c 
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ad~ed in proper proportion fo.r ,a 50 .mg/1. total COD concentration (i.e.·, · 

although the slaughterhouse waste contained organic nitrogen, inorganic. 

nitrogen was added to ensure that nitrogen concentration was not a 
. . 

limiting factor} .. 

The reaeration rate constants-for jars oneand two were 0.17 and 

0.12 hr- 1, respectjvely, and in the riv~r-K2 was O.O~';hr~1• The 

observed sag curves a re shown ·in Figure 25. A 11 three cu·rves were' very 

much alike with the exception of·the "step" recovery phase which 

occ1,1rred in the riv.er .. 

The o2 upta,ke in jar one (K2 = 0.17 hr-1) was significantly greater 

than in either jar two or the river (Figure 26). The curve obtair1ed in 

jar. one.could not be used to predict, with an acceptable degree ·Of accu"". 

racy, the sag curve for the river. It is possible that somewhat more 

substra~e than was intended was inaqvertently ·added to jar one. · The 

initi~l COD of the stock 11 pollutant 11 was 55 mg/1; .however, it can- be 

seen that 59 mg/1. o2 was utilized in jar one in 5 2/3 days. All units 

received waste from the same s toc.k vesse 1 ; thus a pi peti ng error may · 

have occurreq when adding waste to jar -one. 

The predicted sag curves and the actual river sag ar_e compared in 

Figure 27. The ,DO profile predicted from·02_ uptake in jar two 11 sagged 11 

below zero DO. The DO could be calculated as minus 0,54 mg/h or -a 

tota·l ,difference from ·the actu.al minimum DO of 1.~4 mg/1. The decreas

ing leg, the time of minimum DO, and the general characteri-stics .of the 

recovery phase were comparab 1 e for both profi 1 es·. 

To compare the method of-predicting a .sag curve reported in this 

thesis with the standard Streeter-Phelps procedure, a BOD bottle exper-

' iment was conducted using the same combination df slaughterhouse and 
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hardboard wastes. The same stock quantities of waste were used, but in 

order that DO in the bottles not be exhausted, the combined waste was . 

diluted five-fold. A 0.5 percent acclimated seed was added. The dilu

tion water was made by adding minimal salts, nitrogen, and buffer· 

(Table I) in proportional amo~nts for a :t6tal CODconcentration of 10 
I . ·.· 

mg/1 • Initial COD determination .was made on the contents of the BOD . 

bottles, and a value of 18 mg/1 was recorded. This value was considered 

as only an approximate check on the several dilutions from the concen

trated stock. 

The 'data points for the BOD bottle curve in Figure 28 were obtained 

by taking samples, titrating, and calculating the BOD in mg/1 with a 

seed blank correction according to Standard Methods (37). The values 

recorded for .each sample were multiplied by the dilution factor (i.e., 

DO x 5) in .order to compare the BOD curve. from the bottle with that gen

erated in the. artificial river. The .dotted line portion is treated as 

a lag phase when using the standard dilu:tfon technique and first order 

decreasing rate kinetics of BOD exertion assumed in the Streeter-Phelps 

equation; therefore, the 11 lag 11 was eliminated in making calculations. 

Al so plotted is the o2 uptake curve from jar two of experiment 35, 

which was used to predict the sag curve for the river in that run. It 

may be seen that the higher substrate concentration and possibly the 

degree of mixing was reflected in a more rapid rate of o2 uptake during 

the first day~ 

Calculati.on of the 11 BOD constants," k1 and La' were made using the 

a method described by Gaudy, et al. (39). La was found to be 58.6 mg/1, 
-1 l and k1 was .0.224 day . These values, along with the k2 of 0.938 day-

for the river and 8.8 mg/1 saturation DO in the river (from experiment 



Figure 28. Oxygen Uptake Curve From BOD Bottle Corrff.1ared With Curve· From Fi-gure 26. 

Experiment 36: 18 mg/1 Combined Slaughterhouse and Hardboard Waste, 
a.so percent Acclimated Cells 

O = Standard BOD Bottle Data, 22°c 

!:::,,. = Jar 2 of Experiment 35~ K2 = o. 120 hr -l, · 22°c 
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35) were employed to calculate the sag according to the Streeter-Phelps 

equation. Figure 29 shows the resulting DO profile (octagonal markers). 

The minimum DO was computed as minus 0.6 mg/1 at 0.79 days. 

For comparison, the same o2 uptake curve was also employed to cal

culate a DO profile using the mathematical integration method employed 

in this thesis (triangles). The dotted line _portion of the bottle curve 

was used in this case, i.e., there was no need to eliminate a 11 lag. 11 

The minimum DO was found to be minus 1.60 mg/1 at 30 hours. 

These two predicted curves may be compared to the DO profile pre

dicted from the o2 uptake curve of jar two in Figure 27. In the pre

vious experiment, it is recalled that the dilution factor ·in the jar and 

the riv~r were the same. The nature of the organic matter was the same 

in both experiments, and an acclimated seed was employed (although not 

identical .. seed samples}. Thus, all three predicted profiles may be 

compared to the actual DO profile for the river shown in Figure 27. It 

can be seen that the open jar technique provides a predicted profile 

more in accord with the one observed in the river; 



Figure 29. Two Predicted Sag Curves Calcul.ated From Standatd BOD Bottle Oxygen 
Uptake Curve in Figure 28. 

Experiment 36: 18 mg/1 Combined Sl aughterhous.e __ an_<l,Hardboarft'. Waste, 
0.50 percent Acclimated Cells · 

O= Sag Curve Predicted by Streeter-Phelps Equation 

6. = Sag Curve Predicted by Numerical Integration Method 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Effect of Reaeration Constant on Oxygen Uptake 

The exper;:iments conducted in this phase of the research were· 

designed to evaluate the effect of reaeration rate on oxygen uptake. 

Lordi and Heukelekian (22) found no difference in BOD exertion when com

paring open and closed quiescent reactors. However, stirring in the 

open reactor resulted in an increase in o2 uptake over the closed quies

cent jar, and the increase was magnified at greater mixing rates. Their 

K2 values were 0.48, 0.82, and 1 .06 days- 1 {loge). Gannon {23) used 

samples of river water to study the effect of mixing versus quiescent 

conditions on o2 uptake in sealed BOD bottles. After five days the 

mixed bottle had utilized. eight mg/1 DO compared to six mg/1 for the 

quiescent bottle with a slight increase in uptake rate for the mixed 

bottle. Jennelle a11d Gaudy (9) found stirring in sealed bottles ·to 

have no effect on oxygen uptake when compared to quiescent bottles. 

However~ agitation in open systems di~ cause an increase in o2 uptake •. 

They a 1 so .cone 1 uded that mixing, in the. range employed in their 

research; appeared to have no effect on the biological kinetics when 

the systems employed low substrate concentrations such as exist in 

receiving streams and BOD bottles. Therefore, changes in reaeration 

rate in the range of those. usually .occurring in natural streams might 
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be expected to have little or no effect on oxygen uptake. 

The results of the present research help clarify and, in certain 

respects, qualify, the tentative conclusion of Jennelle .. The range of 

reaeration rate constants used in the present study was 0.04 to 0.21 

hr-l (base e). It was found that with increasing K2 values the amount 

of oxygen uptake after the apparent logarithmic uptake phase was some

what greater than that for lower K2 values. In comparable systems, it 

was observed that after this phase the o2 uptake curves in the slowly 

increasing rate phase(s) of uptake differed in increasing amount with 

increasing .difference in K2• However, it was observed that o2 uptake 

curves in the increasing rate phase of o2 uptake (from zero to the 

point of inflection or until th,e platea~) were usually very similar 

unles~ one reaeration rate constant was approximately double the other. 

This first phase of o2 uptake is of greatest importance in sag curve 

analysis because, in general, it describes the period of rapid DO 

depletion ·and the time -Of occurrence of the low point of the sag. In 

general, it would appear that one cannot totally disregard the K2 value, 

i.e., o2 uptake curves developed in the laboratory in open reactors 

should be obtained at K2 values as close as possible to those expected 

in the receiving .stream. 

It should also be pointed out that the 11 sensitivityn of the DO 

probe presented some problems in anaJyztng.results .of various runs. As 

can be seen in Figure 1, the rapid decline in DO recorded for unit two 

and the extended flat bottom of the sag provide some indication that the 

DO actually went. to zero even though zero DO was not recorded. In any 

event, there was in all probability a period of time, per~aps 3/4 day, 

when the. system was operating under a period of tension .which could have 
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been of sufficient magnitude to limit the system. This period of near 

zero DO also appeared as a distinct change in phase in the calculated 

oxygen uptake curve. When this extended period near zero occurred, it 

seems reasonable to assume that the organisms could have utilized more 

oxygen if it were supplied. The period of adjustment to the new envi

ronmental condition (oxygen-limited metabolism) makes it unwise to 

compare o2 uptake during such periods with that in periods in which the 

system did not experience any deficiency in oxygen or to use these data 

in calculation. It is suggested that if an experimental unit exhibits. 

such an extended flat curve near zero DO, the profile data should not 

be employed to calculate the o2 uptake (BOD) curve. Instead, a new 

unit should be started up using a lower concentration of carbon source 

or a slightly higher K2 value. 

In summary, .it may be concluded that the effect of reaeration rate 

constant on oxygen uptake is small during the increasing rate phase of. 

o2 uptake unless the K2 values differ greatly. A rough rule of thumb, 

based upon experiments such as those shown in Figures 2 and 6, might be 

taken as differences in K2 on the order of a factor of two. In general, 

the data indicate that the greater the reaeration rate constant, the 

greater will be the total oxygen uptake. A survey of the summary data 

in Table II shows that, in those experiments in which none of the sag 

curves Had a flat bottom (column 6), the total o2 used (column 10) 

increased with K2 (column 4), Also, it may be concluded that if a DO 

curve in the open reactor sags near zero for a period of more than an 

hour or so, a comparison cannot be made with sag curves not going to 

zero, because of the possible effect of low oxygen tension on the bio

chemical behavior pf the bio-mass. 
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As discussed in Chapter II, much controversy has existed concern

ing the kine,tics of the BOD curve. The Streeter-Phelps (2) first, order 

decreasing ,rate descripti;on of the curve has since, been improved by 

many authors (17)(18)(19). Extensive studies by Bhatla an.d Gaudy (7) 

have completely described the phasic BOD curve, jncluding the plateau. 

Several theories were proposed to explain why the plateau and phasic 

nature of thf:l BOD curve occur. For systems containing heterogeneous 

microbial populatfons, the second stage of carbonaceous o2 demand was 

shown to be due to predators {protozoa) metabolizing the bacteria grown 

during .the first stage of o2 uptake, ,and the plateau was observed 

between stages, depending upon the relative rates of increase of the 

two populatipns and period of time between peak numbers of bacteria .and 

protozoa. 

In the. present research, the oxygen uptake curve could best be 

described, as a conventional S-shaped growth curve •.. As shown by the fig- , 

ures in the. first section of Chapter IV, the oxygen uptake usually 

exhibited a lag period followed by a period of increasing rate of up

take. The lag period or slow decline in DO was found to be directly 

related to the type and percent of seed used. Also, McWhorter and 

Heukelekian (19) reported that an increase in seed concentration (by 

volume) reduced the lag period. In the present study, acclimation of 

the seed to the test substrate for a period of time not ~xtending too 

long into the endogenous phase, was found to elimina~e the lag period. 

At the inflection point, the increasing rate changes to a decreasing 

rate .. The low point of the sag curve corresponds to a breakover in the 

o2 uptake curve with. very slow uptake afterward. This also marks the 

disappearance of the usable exogenous substrate. The DO will increase 
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from the minimum as the uptake curve remains flat or rises very slowly. 

If protozoa were initially present in the seed, their growth rate should 

increase after the bacteria have reached their maximum population. As 

the protozoa grow and multiply, using the bacteria as substrate, they 

exert an oxygen demand, on the system which appears as a second increase 

in ra.te. 

The time period between the attainment of the maximum bacterial pop

ulation and the beginning of appreciable oxygen utiliz,ation by the pro-, 

tozoa corresponds to the length of the slow o2 uptake period or plateau. 

If no protozoa are present, the slow uptake may continue with no second 

increase in o2 uptake rate. In heterogeneous systems, not all bacteria 

may act as a .food source·for protozoa; also the protozoa may not reach 

a population large enough to exert an o2 demand greater than the reaer

ation force. During .the present research, many different variations of 

oxygen uptake curves were observed. However, the generally phas i c type 

of o2 uptake curves obs.erved by Bhatl a and Gaudy {7), Isaacs and Gaudy 

(24), Jennelle and Gaudy (9), Mcwhorter and Heukelekian (10), and Gates 

and co-workers {21 ){27) were also observed in this study. 

B. Experiments on the Prediction of -Dissolved Oxygen Sag Curves in the 

Simulated Channel From Oxygen Uptake Curves Developed in the Open Jar 

Reactors 

In this section of the study, experi-mentation was conducted using 

the open stirred reactors a~ 11models 11 to predict a DO sag curve exerted 

by a specific wa.ste concentration in a simul.ated rec~iving stream. The 

predicted curve was compared to an actual curve observed in the simu

lated stream apparatus. 
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This portion of the study included fourteen experiments using syn

thetic waste to check the method of predicting stream sag. The method 

has been explained in Chapter III and sample calculations are shown in 

the Appendix of this thesis. Two jars and the river were adjusted to 

predetermined reaeration rates. However, in some experiments at least 

one K2 value would result in a sag curve which either.~pproached or 

reached zero DO for an extended period of time, and these data were not 

used for predictiono 

A seed was acclimated, in most cases, for a 24-hour period, which 

corresponded to the length of time employed in determining the reaer

ation rate of the jars and river, When a 0.5 percent seed was applied 

to the river, the decrease in DO started immediately; however, for the 

synthetic wastes, a 1.0 percent seed was necessary to start the DO 

decrease in the jars at the same rate. The lag in the DO removal curve 

naturally corresponds to a lag in the o2 uptake curve. The mathematical 

integration method using the o2 uptake curve calculates this lag into 

the predicted curve, which delays the time of occurrence of the sag com

pared to that in the river. As pointed out earlier, Isaacs (30) noted 

that the concentration of seed had an effect on the length of the lag 

period. Gates, et al. (27} stated that the greater the amount of bio

mass, the greater the substrate utilization, and this controls the 

falling limb of the o2 sag curve. The conclusi,on of Gates, Marlar, and 

Westfield (27) concerning the influence of substrate concentration on 

the decreasing leg of the sag curve, i.e., the rapidly increasing por

tion .of the o2 uptake curve~ agrees with the findings of Jennelle and 

Gaudy (9). From the results of their experiments; it was concluded that 

BOD bottle data cannot be used to evaluate conditions in a receiving 
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stream unless the substrate conce_ntration is tile same in both systems, .. 

because they observed that the kinetics of the o2 uptake curve to the 

inflection point .foll owed a Monoci-type rel ati.onsMp (40) between o2 

uptake rate constant and substrate concentration._ Further studies have 

recently be~n conducted in the bioenvironrnental laboratories of Okla- . 

homa State University by Kelly (28) to _substantiate the exist~nce of 

the hyperbolic relationship b~tween o2 uptake rate and substrate concen

tration using various methods to determin~. o2 uptake. He found that a 

Monad-type curve could be constructed and, consequently, a direct rel a- . 

tionship between initia,1 substrate concentration and oxygen uptake rate 

ca_n be _formulated durfog the phase. of exponential_ increase in o2 uptake 

(downward leg of the DO sag), Kelly's .work forms a part of the overall 

investigation on ki~etic description of o2 uptake or BOD exertion, and 

was conducted at the same time as .the present study ... The findings pro

vide substantive support to the pre.sent results,. and they are discussed 

in more detail by Kelly (28). 

Some of the problems_ which can occur in using the techniques 

employ~d in the present studies may_ be-se.en in the data shown in Fig

ures 7 - 15. It is no,ted in Figure 7-for the glucose-glutamic ac_id 

system that an 8-hour. lag and the phasic declining leg _of the DO profile 

in .the open reactor -delayed the time of occurre_nce of the minimum DO as 

compared to that in the river.. If the lag is "calculated out," the sags 

occur at the same time, as ~een .in Figure 9. For this particular run 

only, a 0.5 percent fresh sewage seed from the prim~ry cl_arifier .launder 

of the municipal_ treatment plant at Sti_llwatert, Oklahoma, was used, and 

thus, there was a slower DO removal for both the river and jar. The 

lag in tne open jars-is much greater in Figure 10 for a glucose system,. 
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and there was a much larger phasic shift ,during the downward. leg of the 

DO profile. This lag may also be ignored or "calculated out" in making 

a prediction of the river profile, _but the change in phase remains and 

delays the predicted DO sag bottom by 10 hours (see Fi-gure 10), This 

experiment also·had two very different recovery stages, which averaged 

out later. In Figure 14, the shape of the o2 uptake curve for the open 

reactor was closer to the monomolecular $hape than any other obtained 

in this study. This curve predicts a sag which .is delayed 13 hours 

from that observed in the, riveri The delay is partly due to the phasic 

nature of the downward leg of the sag curve observed in the jar, Also, 

it is noted that there was no eviden,ce for the 11 plateau 11 in the open 

jar reactor, whereas there was in t~e river. This does not infer that 

the first order kinetic BOD curve could be employed in predicting DO . . 

profile, because even though the plateau was "masked" or did not occur 

in the jar, this curve did exhibit an apparent first.order increasing 

portion during ,the first 12 hours .. In order to eliminate, or in any 

event,.reduce the problems caused by the long lag due to acclimatipn 

ti.me,. the investigator must use an acclimated seed. The use of a thor

oughly a~climated seed certainly seems justified" since the actual 

receiving .stream will naturally become acclima~ed to the waste effluent. 

The phasic declining ,limb occurred in several experiments, includ

ing those in which glucose was the sole.carbon source. Gates, et al. 

(21) noted phasic removal of .substrates with some combinations of com

pounds, with a recovery phase before the second sag due to the second 

substrate. Cons i derab 1 e work has been done in our l abora tori es .concern

ing sequential substrate removal with heterogeneous populations, Gaudy, 

Komolrit, and Bhatla (20) cited several mechanisms explaining the 
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phenomenon fo.r various ages of the biological system. Iri. you~g eel l 

sys.terns, · the suppression _of enzyme function as we 11 as .repress ion of 

enzyme inducti<:>n were demons~rated to. be possible m~chanisms. For the 

glucose system in t~e present study, the organisms mayhave changed a 

portion of' the substrate· into oth~r su.bstrate{s), creating a mul tisub

strate system,- resulting in phasic .substrate util iz-ation which was . 

manifested in phasic o2 depletion in the downward leg of the profile. 

This type of curve is very clearly seen in Figure 10 (jar one). It is 

worthy of note here primarily to delineate the fact that occurrence of· 

such curves is not exceptiona.1. The phasic nature of substrate removal 

and/or o2 utilization has been observed in many systems,,and its exist

ence provides.a strong argument for the use of the DO prediction method 

here.in employed rather than the sag curve approach of the Streeter

Phelps ,type which requires formal mathematical descriptian of the o2 

uptqke cu.rve~ 

Microscopic examinations were made.during the experiments at var

ious ·times mainly to note changes .in .protozoan populati.on. As discussed 

briefly earlier:, and as extensively delinea.ted by Bhatla and Gaudy (7), .. 

the protozoa population is belie~ed to be the most general cause for 

the second major uptake, in th.e BOD curve. In most observations,, the 

protozoan population .was very sparse during the declining leg of the 

sag curve. When a large increa~e in protqzoa occurred; it wa.s after 

the DO profile ha.d recovered from the sag bottom. During this time, 

the 02 uptak.e rate had decreased to a period of very slow. increase or 

had undergone a flat _period with zero increa~e, i •. e., the plateau had 

occ1;1rred. In some cases, protozoa could be observed to be 11 grazing 11 on 

the floe particles •. This process of self-clarifica~ion ~ue to predator 
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activity has been reported by many; such observations. have been r~ported 

by Bhatla and Gaudy (7) and by Isaacs (30) .. The metabolism of bacteria. 

by · protozoa has been shown to be a prominent .cause of the second stage 

o2 uptake, and the. delay time between the creation .of protozoan food 

source and attainment of rapid protozoan population increase has been 

sh.own .to define the plateau. A plateau was not always observed in thi,s 

study, .but a substantial protozoan population developed in each run, 

Also., each system exhibited. self-clarification by the end of five days., 

The lack of a plateau in many runs implies a smooth transitio.n in the 

predator-prey relations.hip. Differences in oc.currence of a plat~au may 

be due to. differences in the number (and type) of protozoa present 

initially in .the different seeds. High initial protozoan populations 

may, in some instances, foster a more rapid increase of protozoan num-

bers, thus melding the two stages of o2 uptake and eliminating the 

plateau. 

Figures 16 - 27 described the results of several experiments to l 

test the sag prediction method using actual wastes. A quantity of fr~h 

sewage was acclimated to each waste prior to each experiment •. Also th~ 

mineral salts, buffer, and nitrogen were added for each waste.. \ 

In the experiment using slau.ghterhous,e waste (Figures 16, 17, 18), 1 

the seed concentration was. 1.0 percent in the jars, and 0.5 percent in 

the river. It can be seen.in Figure 16 that this extra seed in the jars 

was not warranted, and probably caused the DO removal rate to be some

what greater for the jars than the river. The small second sag in the 

jars and later in the river may have been due to some type of remaining 

substrate or to o2 uptake by the protozoa. A high concentration of 
r 

predators was present initially; also COD values of samples taken at 
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the bottom of the sag and after five days, were equal. Therefore, the 

probable reason for the small second uptake is unknown~ 

The probable effect of the initial seed concentration may be seen 

in Figure 17. The difference in o2 uptake or time to a.ttain the pla-. 

teau was approximately .five hours. In Figure 18, it was seen that this 

caused .a 5-hour differential in time to a~tain the low point .of the DO 

sag. The difference in K2 values of the river and jar two was rather 

substantial--nearly two-:fold. However, the predicted curves were very 

similar. Unit one had a K2 closer to that of the river, and the pre

dicted curve fell one mg/1 DO below the actual. This margin of error 

is adjudged small for a seven mg/1 actual deficit, and it is felt that 

without the difference in seed, the prediction would have been even 

closer to,the observed profile. 

In experiments on the hardboard pulping waste (Figures 19, 20, 21),. 

the K2 values of the jars bracketed that of the river, and all were 

rather clos~ly grouped. Th~ resulting o2 uptake curves were S-shaped 

and nearly superimposable during the critical phase of o2 uptake (see 

Figure 20), Again, protozoa were present and clarification occurred 

during .the experiment, The predicted curves were practical.ly traces of 

the observed curve in the simulated riv~r. The difference in predicted 

and observed minimum DO level was only 0.7 mg/l, 

The most complex whole waste used was the kraft digest.er bl ow-down 

liquor~ However, most of the indicated COD of this material was lignin,. 

which is not a utilizable substrate, and which remained in the system 

aft~r five days •. The lag phase in the units probably would have been 

two or three days if the seed had not 'been acclimated for two weeks. 

These experiments were shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24. The 1 ower K2 of 
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the river caused this system to exhjbit the greatest deficit. The 

effect of K2 on o2 uptake was not evident until the recovery stages of 

the DO, as can be concluded from Figure 23. With .an acclimated seed, 

such as should exist in the rivert the most important stage of the sag 

curve and thereby the o2 uptake curve, is the declining leg (rapidly 

increasing phase for o2 uptake) which occurs durin:g the first two days 

after the waste enters. In these experiments, the time to reach maxi

mum deficit and the amount of deficit were the same for the predicted 

and actual curves, A second small sag in the jars before recovery from 

the first sag (Figure 22) caused the predicted sag (Figure 24) to 

exhibit a longer time period at the minimum DO than was observed in the 

river. As with .the previous experiments using actua 1 wastes, the pre

dicted sag curves are adjudged to provide rather good estimates of the 

DO profile. 

In order to study a very complex substrate, a combination of· 

slaughterhouse and hardboard wastes was used in the final set of experi

me.nts in the, artificial river. In this case, the microorganisms were 

acclimated to a mixture of the two wastes. The combination was removed 

in 16 hours and with one major DO sag (Figure 25). A second small sag 

in the jars was noted at approximately two days~ This effect was also 

noted for the slaughterhouse waste experiment, The o2 uptake curve was 

much greater in the. open jar which was operating at the high K2 value, 

All three curves were S-shaped and exhibited an apparent exponential 

(increasing) phase of o2 .uptake. After this initial rapid first order 

increasing uptake, the curves "broke over 11 for a period of time, and 

then a second 1 a rge increase in uptake took pl ace. Follett and Gaudy 

(5) also observed the occurrence of a 11 plateau 11 with complex substrates, 
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such as paper mill wastes. 

An attempt to use this combination of wastes in a standard BOD 

bottle test led to many problems. Many trial .runs were made in an 

effort to find the right substrate concentration and seed percentage 

with the limited amount of initial DO available with the standard dilu

tion technique. The dilution of stock CODs of several thousand down to 

approximately 10 mg/1 was difficult and resulted in measured CODs of 18 

mg/1 per bottle. The same 0.5 percent seed concentration used in the 

jars and river was used in the bottles. 

The two curves in Figure 19 calculated from .the BOD bottle o2 up

take curve predict a very large DO sag. The Streeter-Phelps equation 

gave the typical rounded bottom with first order decreasing limbs. The 

numerical integration method using the same curve and including the lag. 

phase of uptake, predicted a more phasic sag curve with a V-shaped bot

tom. It can be seen that the o2 uptake curve from the open stirred 

reactor (Figure 27) predicted a 00 profile which was. much closer to the 

actual curve for this combination of wastes than did the calculations 

using the o2 uptake curve developed in the BOD bottle .. 

As discussed in Chapter II, many of the topics of research concern

ing stream assimilative capacity have involved the addition of terms and 

factors to the Streeter-Phelps equation. The effect of benthic deposits 

and various plant life (autotrophy) are not included in the Streeter

Phelps equation and are not included in the method proposed here. These 

are indeed complex biological phenomena in themselves, and they require 

mathematical. description of equal or greater complexity than the exer

tion of carbo.naceous BOD due to entry of waste to streams. The two 

opposing factors of the Streeter-Phelps equation are, however, the major 
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ones affecting the DO profile, and understanding their interrelation-. 

ships should ideally precede consideration of the other factors affect

ing the DO balance, 

The main purpose of the present study was to apply the "new kin

etics" of BOD exertion to predict effects on the kinetic course of the 

DO balance in a stream, and to develop a laboratory procedure which 

approaches the conditions in an actual stream, thus enhancing the engi

neering capability of predicting the profile, These two important 

practical aspects have been largely overlooked by many investigators 

who appear to be content with attempts to add additiona,1 terms to an 

equation for description of the more complex situations .. ·. Such attempts 

provide more sophisticated and complex equations, but do little to pro-. 

vide practical and useful predictive techniqu~ for control of stream 

pollution~ The general approach to predictfon of the DO profile herein 

studied has been outlined in brief by Jennelle and Gaudy (9) and devel

oped further by Gaudy (lo), The present inves.tigation was .intended to 

test the approach, to refine and revise, where need be, the general con

cepts involved, and to provide recommended methpdology for practical 

employment of the technique. The results of the present study using 

the simulated river channel apparatus to .assess the. credibility of the 

profile predicted from the open jar o2 uptake curve. indicate that the 

approach has considerable potential and a tentative recommended pro

cedure based upon these findings is given in the following section .. It 

might be argued that the best test of the proc~dure would be its use to 

predict the profile in an actual receiving stream, followed by a moni

toring program to check the general accuracy of the predicted sag or 

critical DO level, Considerable space could be devoted to arguing the 
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pros and cons as to whether this would be the best test of the scien

tific predictions of the approach (e.g., consider the problems involved 

in measuring the K2 values in various reaches of natural stream). In 

any event, _it is worthy of noting that the general approach was recently 

employed by Gaudy (personal communicat.ion) in estimating the effect of 

treated effluent on the DO resource in a natural ttream. Subsequent 

monitoring of the stream over a sufficient pedol of time should pro

vide field data regarding th_e use.ful ness of the predictive technique. 

In summary, the procedure used in this research eliminates the 

11 plug in 11 values and the inadequate monomolecular BOD kinetics usually 

assumed to exist. The open jars and stirrers may be set up to operate 

at the actual waste dilution expected in a stream and at the expected 

range of reaeration rates in the stream, This allows a closer approach 

to the actual conditions which will exist in the receiving .stream and 

therefore must produce data of greater predictive _value than can be 

derived from the standard BOD dilution technique. 

C. Recorninended Procedure 

The equipm~nt needed for the laboratory tests includes two or 

three battery jars, a small, dependable, adjustable speed motor with 

shaft and propell~r for each jar, and a DO meter with probes .. The jars 

used in the present study were 15-liter capacity; larger capacity jars 

would also .be usable. Smaller working volumes are not desirable because 

errors in making up dilutions are magnified, and large ranges of K2 

values may be difficult to attain and hold steady throughout the exper

iment~l period. The Bodine motors used herein needed no maintenance, 

and can be expected to run continuously for long periods of time. If 
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the voltage in the laboratory is variable, a voltage regulator may be 

necessary to maintain constant stirring speed. Because the probe mem

brane is rather delicate, and since the probe loses sensitivity, more 

than one probe is required to allow for problems during an experiment. 

The sensitivity of the probes must be checked versus the Winkler DO 

method in Standard Methods (37); therefore, a few bottles and reagents 

are needed. 

The system should be run at the 11 design 11 temperature, i.eo, the 

critical temperature for which the prediction of the DO profile .is to 

be made. Since this is usually the warmest expected temperature, a 

refrigerated system is not needed. Temperature control can best be 

attained by immersing .the jar reactors in a water bath; thus one temper

ature controller .can be used for duplicate (or triplicate) reactorso. 

It is believed that sodium sulfite with cobalt chloride catalyst 

is the. easiest and cheapest way to remove the DO from the water •. Very 

small quantities of these reagents are needed for each run. These chem

icals, those for the DO test, and the mineral salts listed in Table I 

are the only needed reagents. 

To begin a run, the jars should be filled with water from the 

receiving stream, which is then allowed to reach an equilibrium temper

ature. The motors should be set by rheostat control to a stirring 

speed that will provide a reaeration rate in the approximate range of 

that expected in the river. The reaeration of the receiving stream may 

vary from reach to reach, but in general ·the most important reaeration 

rate or rates are those expected during the first one or two days of 

flow time from the point of entry of waste to the river. A family of 

laboratory sag curves developed in the jar at K2 values bracketing 
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those.expected in ·the. river will giv.e the best estimate. of the down

ward leg and the bottom of the actual sag curve in the river •. · The K2 

of the river may be estimated by one of the many existing .methods, for 

example, the form.uh of Isaacs and Gaudy (8). 

When. the temperature of the water in the reactor becomes· ~table 

and the stirrers are set, one adds·the sulfite Jnd cobalt catalyst. The 

DO will immediately decrease·and should reach a minimum value between 

zero and 1.0 for the test results in generating reaeration data to cal

culate K2• Unless far too much sulfite was added, it should.all have 

reacted within ~O minutes, The investigator should record DO every 15 

minutes after ·addition of ·the chemicals in orc;ler to establish zero time 

for the reaeration exp~riment. The reaeration may be allowed to pro

ceed until the saturation value for th~ operating temperature is 

approached, 

It was found that the most consistent method for checking probe 

sensitivity was to use a separate contai!'}er C)f water at approximately 

the same temperature as the test jar, A two-liter beaker was used in 

this st.udy,. ar:id was aerated for a few minutes with .a magnetic stirrer. 

The probe was inserted for a reaqfng while a BOD bottle wa,s filled .bY 

carefully submerging it in the beaker. This may be done throughout the 

run.at least twice .a day; thus the probe is checked without removing 

wate.r from the battery jar reactor. 

The investigator may add the waste to the jars at any time after 

sufficient DO ha.s been add,ed by reaeration to permit easy calcul.ations 

for K2. (A useful calculation procedure for K2 was·given in Chapter IV). 

This initial DO for the experiment may vary somewhat from the initial 

deficit value expected in the receiving stream, because this is taken 
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into account in the prediction calculations. However, it is ju~t as 

easy to "pollute" the jar at an initial DO deficit close to that 

expected in the river as at any other, and such a procedure provides the 

investigator with a direct preliminary estimate of the river profile. 

The dilution to be employed, i.e., ratio of receiving water to 

waste effluent, depends upon the conditions and purposes for which the 

DO profile is being estimated. For example, in a case where the degree 

of treatment of the waste prior to discharge has been determined by 

considerations. other than stream assimilation capacity {e.g,, by state 

law), a sample of the treated effluent (presumably a sample from a 

pi 1 at pl ant operation .or a waste similar to the one expected at the 

site in question) can be used at a diluti.on which .is determined by the 

estimated daily volume of waste and the design or min;l,u~ flow condition 

of the receiving stream (the average daily flow of the driest seven con

secutive days of flow of lO-y~ar occurrence is often employed). Other 

diluti.ons should also be employeda It is import~nt to stress that in 

accordance with the findings of Jennelle .and Gaudy (9), as well as. 

Kelly (28), dilution {i~e., substrate concentration} affects the kin~ 

etic expression of the BOD exertion curve, Therefore, separate exper

imentally determined o2 uptake curves a re needed for each dilution of 

waste and river water. Water is siphoned from the jar, waste is added, 

and then the volume is readjusted to\the initial value with river water 

and seed suspension. 

If extra nutrients are believed necessary, they should be added 

with the waste. In the interest of providing a conservative engineer

ing estimate and in order to ensure that the carbon source.is the 

limiting nutrien~, the usual inorganic chemical supplements (nitrogen 
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and phosphorus) should be added. The investigator may or may not take 

the view that even if these essential inorganic chemicals .are not pres

ent in the river water or effluent now, they may be at some time in the 

future. This is .really a matter of engineering judgment, and such 

addition depends upon the purpose of making· the study. 

The seed must be pre-acclimated to the waste being studied. There

fore a separate unit i(e. g., a two-1 i ter beaker) may be used to ac:cl i

mate organisms to th~ waste. One can use a small .batch-fed reactor to 

maintain an acclimated seed population. A DO reading should ,be taken 

when the volume has been readjusted in the jar to establish a zero read

ing. The investigator must follow the DO throughout the sag and recov

ery stages, obtaining sufficient DO values to construct an accurate 

picture of the profile from which to calcul_ate the o2 uptake curve. In 

all cases in this study, the exertion was essentially _complete, with 

good recovery of DO, in five days. 

Some important guidelines to be observed during the deoxygenation 

study are: (1 ) the faster the change in DO, the more often readings 

should be taken; (2) microscopic examinatioh~ should be made to note 

the increase in bacterial growth and later the protozoan growth; {3) 

the speed of the stirrers should be checked daily tq guard against vari

ations in speed; (4) the sensitivity of the DO probe must. be checked 

{small changes in probe sensitivity are to be expected); (5) the jars 

should become more turbid, then show signs of clearing; (6) phasic legs 

of the sag curve can be expected; (7) in order not to let algae grow 

in jars, shielding from light may be necessary; {8) the DO should not 

go to zero, and on the other hand, (9) the sag should not be too 

slight, since calculation of the o2 uptake {BQ{}) curve depends upon 
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production of a well defined sag curve~ 

The calculations for o2 uptake and the prediction curve are pre

sented in the Appendix. These computations are not particularly labor

ious; however, a calculator with a memory cell greatly fa-cilita.tes the 

calculation, 
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CONCLU~IONS 

The results of this study support the following conclusions.: 

1. The effect of reaeration rate on o2 uptake requires further 

definitiono However, from this study, the apparent practical range for 

effect of reaeration rate constant was established as follows: If :one 

K2 value was double another, the system with higher K2 value exhibited 

a greater o2 uptake throughout the experiment .. 

In order to compare the o2 uptake curves obtained at different 

reaeration rates, the sag curves .from which the o2 uptake curves are 

calculated must have.shown reasonably well defined sags. e.g., consider

ing an initial DO of Bio mg/1, a sag which fell below 6.0 mg/1 but did 

not go to zeroo Since the DO is obtained elec~ronically, two or three 

jars are no more difficult to operate than one, and with the jars set 

at various K2 values in the range of those.expected in the river, the 

investigator may observe.the effect of reaeration rate on the sag curveo 

If a flat bottom sag curve is obtained with the DO hovering near zero, 

it must be assumed that oxygen tension will have affected o2 uptake, 

and such a curve should be disregarded. 

2o When using an added microbial seed populati.on, it should 

always be acclimated to the waste under study. The organisms in the 

river will become acclimated to an existing waste; those exis~ing in. 
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the waste (e.g •. , treated effluent) are already acclimate~. Therefore, 

the comparability of the laboratory .o2 uptake curve. and that which will 

exist in the river is enhanced by employing an acclimated seed in the 

experimental work~ 

3. The type of BOD kinetics obse.rved in this s~udy compared.favor

ably with data on o2 uptake.dilute systems from this laboratory using 

untrea~ed efflu~nts ?r a pure cqrbon source. _ The o2 uptake cu.rve~ were 

never of firs~ order·decrea~ing kinetic fqrm .. With ,the dilute sub

strate concentrations, used, an autocata.~yti.c curve was obtained for both 

the open stirred reacto~s and the artifi~ial river. 

4. The presence of protozoa was .. noticed in each experi-ment, and 

an increase in their numbe_rs correspond_ed to the clari.fication of ttie 

units .. Although the plateau was not always ·manifest, its ·occurrence 

was dependent on the size of the protozoan population and the time 

interval between the maxima in the bacterial. and the protozoan growth 

cycles. The above statements are based sq.lely on microscopic obser

vations which did no.t involve attempts to make precise direct .counts 

of bacteria .and protozoa •. They substantiate results of quantitativ~ 

experimentation .on pop.ulation .changes made in a previous study in the 

bioen,vironmenta 1 engineering 1 abora_tori es .. 

5. The motor -with long shaft and propeller was found to provide_ 

reliable and ceristant speed sti-rring. The volume of reactor liquor in. 

the jar.anq in general the 11 scale 11 of the experimental setup seem ade

quate as adjudged by the r.ct·that the results .compared.favorably with 

those obtained in ~he larger scale 11artificial 11 river. 

6. The calculati.ons for oxygen uptake and for the predicted sag. 

are very easi-ly facilitated with .slide rule or calcul_ator. The 
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proposed method to predict the DO profile in a stream does not require 

forcing the o2 uptake data into any definable kine~ic order. Rather, an 

attempt is made to simulat~ in the open reactor jars, con.ditions extant 

in the receiving .streamo The present results indicate that this 

approach can be successfully employed, 



CHAPTER·VII 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

l. Additional studies should be conducted to further define the 

effect of reaeration constant on oxygen uptakeo A higher K2 va.lue .did 

not always result in greater o2 upta~e compared to a lower K2 valueo 

A definite conclusion on the relation of agitation with o2 uptake could 

not be. reached~ 

2. Continued improvements may be made in the prediction method by 

including ways to assess the effects of benthic deposits ~nd/or plant 

life on the 00 concentration in the stream. There may be cases wherein 

one or both of these factors exert a greater demand on the stream th~n 

that due to the utilization of ~he waste. Work to determine ;relative 

magnitude of effect on the 00 profile could prove useful in adjusting 

the. prediction calculations. 

3. Assessment of the methpd in the field should be continued to 

find areas in the procedure which might be refined. 

11? 
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APPENDIX 

A. Calculation of .. Oxygen Uptake._from Open.Jar.Reactors 

The reaeration rate of th~ open stirred reactor{s) must be known 

in units of hr"'."1 {base e), and this rat(;! should roughly approximate the. 

reaeration rate in the reach(es) of the river under study. The method 

used to determine the K2 in the jar-was explained in the text. 

From the DO values recorded during the experiment, the deficit at 

each .. time may be found by subtracting the DO from tt,e saturation value 

for the operating temperature employed. Table III includes the com

plete data used to deter111ine the o2 upta.ke fo.r experiment 23 for a 

single jar. 

Column 1 shows the time of the DO reading, and column 2-lists the 

def.icit at eijch time •. The reaeratfon rate;! for the jar is _multiplied by 

the deficit and recorded in co.lumri 3. Columri 4 lis.ts the time interval 

between DO determinations. 

The.amoun~ of .DO put into the system dur,ing ,a specific time inter

val by .reaeration is determined by multiplying K2, deficit, and. the. 

length of the interval; these valijes are·listed in column 5. Column 6 

lis~s the DO reading, and the change in DO during each interval is the 

difference in DO recorded in column 7 ~ ·· The oxygen utilized during the 

time interval is .9ive11- in col umry 8 an<;I is equal to the DO added by 

reaeration _minus the change in DO concentration in the system, i ._e., · 

column 5 mi-nus column 1~. Column 9 shows.the summat.ion of·the values 
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TABLE III 

CALCULATION OF OXYGiN UPTAKE FROM OPEN JAR REACTORS 
' . I ' ' 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

D K2D l\t K2D& DO iiDO 5-7 o2 Uptake 

Hour· mg/1 mg/1··hr hr mg/1 mg/1. mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 

0 L50 0, 15 6,25 0,74 7,20 ,62 0, 12 0 
6,25 0.88 0,09 2,71 0,24 7,82 0 0,24 0, 12 
9 0,88 0.09 2 0 5' 0,23 7,82 -,09 0.32 0.36 

11.5 0.97 0.10 10,5 i.o4 7.73 -1 .98 4,02 0.68 
22 2,95 0,29 5J5 4.70 
24, 5 3,.90 0,39 2,5 Q,85 4.80. -.95 L80 6.50 
26.5 4,22 0.42 2 0,80 4.48 -.32 L 12 7.62 2 0.87 - -,31 Ll8 28.5 4.53 0.45 L25 0,57 4017 - 0 2·1 0.78 8.80 
29.75 4,74 0,47, 1075 0,86 3.96 - ,42' 1.28 9.58 
31.5 5,16 0, 51 2 L 11 3.54 - .83 · 1 .94 10,86 
33,5 5,99 0,59 2 0 71 12,80 
35,5 6,62 0,66 2 L25 2,08 -,63 L88 14.68 4.75 3.41 -1025 4.66 40;25 7.87 Oa78 5.75 4.40 0"83 .32 4.08 19, 34 
46 7.55 0.75 3 2,11 L 15 ,93 L18 23.42 
49 6,62 0,66 4 2,44 2.08 

0 94 L50 24,60 
53 5068 0,56 4,5 2.37 3.02 ,73 l .6~ 26. 10 
57,5 4.95 0.49 3,, 75 27.74 
70, 25 . 4.82 0.48 12,75 6. 17 3.88 0 13 6 .. 04 33.78 
75,5 4o00 0,40 5,25 2.29 4.70 ,82 1.47 35.25 
83,5 2,88 0,29 8 2.72 5.82 L 12 L60 36,85 
96 2016 0,21 12.5 3 0 13 6.54 . 0 7.2 2,41 39,26 

107,5 L88 0, 19 1L5 2.30 6,82 .28 2.02 4L28 
12005 L30 0, 13 13 2.05 7 o40 

,,58 L47 42.75 
124. 25 .. L30 0, 13 3,75 JL48 7.40 0 0.48 43.23 

C5 "" 8, 70 mg/1 -1 K2 ,:a 0,099 hr· 
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given in column 8. The quantities listed in column 9 can now be. 

plotted versus time {Folumn 1) to obtain the curve.of accumulated oxy ... 

gen. uptake. This curve is shown in Figure 8 in the. text. 

B. Cakulati.on·of DO Profile from-Experimentally Determined Oxygen 

Uptake Curves . 

Calculati.on- of a DO profile from an experimentally determineq o2 

uptake curve·'is, in a sense, a reversal of the previous calculation. 
' . 

The K2 value(s) employed are those. estimated for the_receiving stream 

and the initial deficit employed is that for the receiving ,stream at . 

the temperature of interest for the str.eam. The .calculati.on-s shown in 

Table IV were made using th.e o2 uptake curve developed .in Tab.le IH of: 

the Appendix (plotted in Figure 8 of the text). 

Col umri 1 indicaties the -times atwhi ch values from the o2 uptake 

curves were chosen •. The sample calculatJon .starts with hour 12 becaus.e 
l 

the lag. phase in o2 uptake was ignored and this time. is a~sumed to be 

zero. The basis of the integration method is the ·assumption .that with~ 

in an increment of time /the reaeration rate remains .the same ... Conse~ 

~pently, it is best to select as .small a11 incr~ment as is practical. 

The length of·each inter.val is-given in co·lumn 2. 

The .values from the uptake curve.at ea~h time -are listed in column 

3. The amount of .oxygen utilized in each.interval is the difference 

between the val 1.1es in co·l umn 3, and this change in oxygen .uptake.is 

given in column 4i 

The .initial deficit of _the stream is tMe sta.rting deficit, for the 

calcul.ations in. column 5. To obtain the values in column 6, the K2 

value of the strean:i is multiplied by the initial_ deficit for the 
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TABLE IV 

CALCULATION OF DO PROFILE FROM EXPE~IM:ENTALLY-DETERMINED 

o2 UPTAKE CURVES . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8· 

flt 02' U'ptake b.02 D K2Db.t ADO DO. 
Hour hr. mg/1 mg/1. mg/1 . mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 

12 4 ' 0.80 1.25. 1 0 9.6 0.94 ,' • 31 6.84 
16 2 2.05 0.80. 2.27 o. s.s . .25 6.53 
18 2.85 2.52. 6.28 
20 2 .3, 75 o. go . 2.81 0.61 .29 5.99 
22 2 4.70 0.9f> 3.09. 0.67 ,. .28 5.71 
24 · 2· 5.95 1 .25 . 3.60 0.74 0 51 5.20 
26: 2 ' 

7.20 1.25 3.99 0.86. .39 4.8.1 
28 2 8.30 1.10 4.13. 0.9.6. .14 4.·67 
30 2. 

9.90 L60 4.:74' 0.99 • 61 4.06 
32 2· 11.~0 1 .30 4.9.0. 1.14 · 0 16 3.9.0. 2· 1,80 1.18 .62 34 2· 13. 00 2.00 . 5.52 1.32 .68 3.28 
36 2 15.00 2.00 6.20 1.49 • 51 2.60 
38 2 17.00 1 .80 . 6.7l' L61 0 19 2.09 
40 18.80 6.90 1.90 
42 

2, 
20.40 L60 6.84 L66. -.0·6. 1.96 

44 2 21.90 1.50 6.70 1.64 · -l14 2 .. , (j 
46 2· 23.40 1 .$0 6.59 1.61 · - 0 1:1 2.21 
48 . 2 24 .15 0.75 5.76 1.58 -.83 3.04 
52 4 25.70 L55 4.54 2. 77 -1 .22 - 4.26 
56 4 27.20 1.50 3.86 2.18 -.68 4.94 
60 4 28.8.0. 1.60 3. 61 1.85 -.25 5 0 1:9 ' 4 L85 L73 0 12 64 4 30.65 2.00 3.73 1. 79 0 21 5.07 
68 4 32.65 L65 3.94 1.89 -.24 4.86 
72 4 34 .-30 1.15 3.70 1.78 -.63 5. 10 
76, 8 35.45 · 1055 ' 3.07 2.95 · -L40 5.73 
84 8 37 .00 · 1 .4:5 . 1067 10 60' - 0 15 7.13 
92 38.45 1 .52 7.28 

lOO 8 39.90 L45 1. 51 1.46 - .01 7.29 10 1.70 L81 -.11 110 10 41.60 1.10 L40 1.68 -.58 7 ~40· 
120 42,70 0.82 7 ;98 

Cs= 8.80 mg/1 K2 "" 0.120 hr~J 
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interval and the _length of ·-the interval. The product, in mg/1, · is the 

amount of oxygen added by reaeration, and this is subt.racted f~om the 

amount of o2 assimilated, -i.e •• column 4 minus. column 6~ The change in 

disso,lveq oxygen is list.ed in column 7 and is a posftiv;e -number when . 

the amount. of oxygen used is gr;eater ·than that added to. the system. A 

negative .chang~ in disse>lved oxygen indicates that the ampunt Gf o2 

added by reaerat1on exceeds oxygen up.take. · A new deficit val,ue: is 

established. for-.the next interval by adding or subtracting,_ accordi~g 

to the ~ign of DO, the change- 1n DO from the.preceding_ deficit. Column 

8 · is ·the difference between column 5 and the saturatibn val_ue .. These 

DO values are plott.ed versus the time in column .1 to ol:!tain the pre-. 

dict~d sag curve. The resulting cu.rve _is -compared to the actual river· 

sag in Fi_gure 9 of· the preced 1 ng text. 
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